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By JEROME SOCOLOVSKY
Associated Press Writer
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GOLDEN HORSESHOE AWARDS: Dr. Jim Frank, Sen. Jeff Green and Sen. Richard Lewis were given
Golden Horseshoe
Awards Saturday during ceremonies at the Pogue Library on the campus of Murray State University. MSU honored the three for their contributions to the progress of MSU.

ALEXANDRIA, Va. -(AP) — A
U.S. military intelligence worker
accused of passing secret
documents to South Korea was
ordered freed on bond today.
U.S. Magistrate W. Curtis
Sewell ordered Robert Kim
freed on $200,000 bond — plus
more than $500,000 in private
home equity put up by four
members of Kim's church.
The defendant is certainly
charged with an offense that
could have serious consequences," Sewell said. "Weighed
against that, I view the character of the defendant ... except
for the offense charged, there
is no indication the defendant is
engaged in any criminal conduct of any kind."
Kim, 56, a U.S. naval intelligence computer analyst, is
accused of passing more than
50 classified documents to an
agent of his native South
Korea.
According to a 20-page affidavit released when Kim was
arrested last week, the government videotaped Kim photocopying secret documents and,
by intercepting his mail and
wiretapping his telephone,
obtained that evidence that Kim
mailed the documents to DongII Baek, a South Korean naval
attache between May and September of this year.
In the furor surrounding
Kim's arrest last week, Beek
was recalled to Seoul by his
government.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Robert Chesnut argued that the
government could yet develop
a more serious case against
Kim — one that would require
him to be held behind bars.
"The facts in this case also
suggest there is a more serious
offense — espionage — (which
carries) a life sentence," Chesnut said.

Today...Sunny. High 75 to
80. Southeast wind less than 10
mph.
Tonight...Becoming partly
cloudy. Low in the mid 50s.
Light southeast wind.
Tuesday...Partly sunny. High
80 to 85.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBOROA Ky. (AP) — U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell tried to counter charges that Republicans
have heartlessly slashed at Medicare, college loans and
other popular government programs.
His Democratic opponent, Steve Beshear, used their
televised debate Sunday night to keep up the drum beat.
In a bruising hour, Beshear accused McConnell and
the GOP — he frequently mentioned McConnell, Bob
Dole and House Speaker Newt Gingrich in the same
breath — of voting to cut social programs to pay for
upper-income tax breaks. He also linked it to another of
his favorite targets: a campaign finance system that generally favors incumbents like McConnell.
McConnell said the Republican Congress has tried to
slow the growth of social programs, not cut them. He
said Democrats "describe a cut as spending less next
year than we want to spend. Most Americans would
describe a cut as spending less next year than we spent

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
As a way of helping farmers
make the right choice this
November, three men have joined
forces to help get the message out
on the Food and Drug Mministration's measures to regulate
tobacco.
Will Ed Clark, director of the
West Kentucky Dark Fire Tobacco Growers, Mark Paschall and
Tripp Furchess have formed a
tobacco advocates network in
support of Kentucky farmers.
According to Clark, the group
was born to fight President Clinton's recent restrictions placed on
the crop.

"We have great concerns and
alarms about the president's
restrictions on tobacco," Clark
said. "We nerd to get these people (farmer's) informed so they
can be more knowledgable of the
situation. This way, they can help
us tell other people what's going
on.
"It's more of a less established
network to‘get the FDA's message out. it will work basically to
increase voter knowledge. We
want to know who's helping us
and who's, not," he said.
Clark laid he has had many

O See Page 2

Health officials
monitor mild
viral meningitis
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
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last year."
After the debate, which aired on Kentucky Educational Television from RiverPark Center in Owensboro,
McConnell said the Democrats' criticism of Republican
budget bills has been "the most oft-repeated lie I've
ever seen."
"I think it bears repeating, at every opportunity we're
given, what balancing the budget was all about,"
McConnell said.
Beshear said he agreed a balanced budget was important. But he said -it would not happen as long as "all
these special interest groups are up there buying these
folks in terms of campaign contributions so that they'll
protect their favorite tax break:"
"They try to balance the budget, and who do they
balance it on the back of? On the backs of seniors and
on the backs of children because they don't give big
contributions," Beshear said.

JERUSALEM (AP) — Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat will
fly to Washington for President Clinton's Mideast summit, a senior Palestinian official said today.
Clinton had called Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Arafat to arrange for the summit Tuesday after 73 people died
last week in the worst fighting between Israelis and Palestinians
in decades.
The crisis began after Israelis enraged the Palestinians by
opening a new entrance to an archaeological tunnel that runs
alongside one of Islam's holiest sites.
Today's statement from a PLO official in Cairo came after
reports that Arafat had requested a delay in the session, saying
that more time was needed to make the meeting a success.
Egypt's Middle East News Agency said Arafat had asked to
move the meeting back to Sunday.
Arafat was expected to fly to Luxembourg this afternoon for
discussions with European Community officials and then will go
on to Washington, the PLO official said, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
Netanyahu left for the United States today as planned.
Both Arafat and Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak were
hesitant to attend the summit without assurances Israel was
ready to make concessions, Mohammed Sobcih, PLO ambassador to the Arab League, said today.
Israeli -commentators described the summit as a gamble by
Clinton, because he set it up with no guarantee of success. Failure could breed more frustration among Palestinians and raise
the specter of more violence.
"The most important thing (the summit could achieve) is how
to implement accurately and honestly what has,,,Ocen agreed
upon," Arafat said today in Cairo.
Arafat wants Mubarak at the summit in case he comes under
united pressure from Nelanyahu. Clinton and King Hussein of
Jordan.
In Washington, however, White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Arafat was still expected at the meeting.
For Netanyahu, the summit puts his tough approach to peacemaking to its first major test since he was elected prime minister
in May, defeating the Labor Party that launched the peace process with Arafat.
Israel TV said Sunday night that Arafat would pledge to end
the violence and stop objecting to the tunnel, while Netanyahu
would agree to a timetable for future negotiations and a date for
Israel's much-delayed pullout from the West Bank city of
Hebron.

A third case of meningitis was
reported to the Calloway County
Health Department last week.
This time the case involves a
much less serious form of the
disease.
According to Sharon Godec of
the Purchase District Health
Department, a case of viral
meningitis was reported Sept, 23
to the PDHD office.
"We did not report it because
viral meningitis is very different
than bacterial meningitis in that

there is no preventative treat
ment, it is a much milder form of
(the disease) and it is not nearly
as contagious as bacterial
meningitis. You're almost dealing
with apples and oranges when
you talk about the two," Godec
said.
Two cases of bacterial meningitis were recently reported in Calloway County. One case involved
an infant and the other a worker
at a local day care facility.

Bernard Kane /Ledger & Times photos
The Community Resource Fair was held Saturday at the Calloway County Middle School
and at the National Guard Armory. Very well attended, the fair gave organizations a
chance to entertain, to teach and to directly contribute to the well-being of the area's citizens. Top photo. the East Calloway County choir sings a song in English and in sign language in the middle school gym. Right, Carol Thompson. teacher of the Middle School
choir, gets into the spirit of the day while watching the chorus. Left. Stephanie Mayfield. a
student of Southwest Elementary. gets her blood pressure checked by Murray State
University nursing student Beth Sheridan.

barn fires this week marking the

beginning of this year's barn-fire
season.
Last year, more than 15 Calloway County tobacco barns burned
between Labor Day and November as a result of dark -firing
tobacco.
Although firefighters saved
more barns last year than in previous years, Calloway County
farmers still lost more than
$270,000 in tobacco revenue
because of barn fires.
According to a CCFR press
release, firefighters responded to
a fire Monday in a tobacco barn
owned by Alfred Murdock near
the Lynn Grove community about
6:30 p.m.
The barn contained about four
acres of tobacco and was a complete loss, the release said.
Firefighters responded to the
blaze with three trucks and 11
personnel.
Murdock's $30,000-barn was
new and insured according to the
release, but the tobacco inside
was not.
Firefighters then responded to
a barn fire Wednesday at 571
Dunbar Rd. in the New Concord
area about 7 p.m.
According to the release, a
barn owned by Jody Anderson
was partially destroyed in the fire
along with about one third of an
acre of tobacco.
Firefighters were able to save
about two thirds of the tobacco
from the fire. Anderson told firefighters the structure and tobacco
were insured for about $13,000.
CCFR responded to the blaze
with three trucks and I I
personnel.
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A Halloween classic with Ichabod Crane
and the headless horseman

By JIM MAHANES

Seniors representing the Laker Band during the awards presentation at
Glasgow on Saturday are: Robert Lewis, Jon Emstberger, Heather Lewis,
Randy Edmonson, Chris Prescott and Deanna Brooks.

Spencer. Other bands participating
The Calloway County High
were North Hardin, Central Hardin,
School Laker Band received their
third distinguished rating at the
Greenwood,Louisville Male, MadiSouthern Kentucky Marching Band
sonville, Oldham Co., Edmonson
Festival on Saturday in Bowling
Co. and Union City, Tennessee.
Green.
North Hardin received the Grand
Second place honors in class .Champion Award and Glasgow was
AAA were awarded to the band with
named Reserve Grand Champion.
place going to Glasgow High'
The Laker band will be performSchool and third to Lone Oak High
ing in the Murray State University's
School.
Homecoming Parade on Saturday.
The band is presenting a show
entitled "A Nautical Adventure" Directors for the Laker Band are
which features piccolo soloist Jesse Gary Mullins and Tim Smith.

Murray band places in competition
The Murray High School Tiger
Band attended the Ohio County
Marching Festival last Saturday.
The band received third in their
class and was selected to perform in
finals competition.
In addition, the band received
best percussion and best drum major

FROM PAGE 1
An unnamed source told the
Ledger the most recent case
involves a worker at a different
day care facility.
Meningitis is a disease that
affects the membranes 'covering
the brain and spinal cord and
results from infection by bacteria,
virus, fungi or other microbes.
Bacterial forms of the disease
are transmitted by close direct
contact with body fluids such as
respiratory droplets from the nose
or throat and can be deadly.
While the most recent case
involves a virus, Godec said viral
meningitis is not life-threatening
and airborne transmission of this
form of the disease is unlikely.
"For all practical purposes, airborne transmission of viral
meningitis is not a significant
method of spread. The most common method is by oral transmission," Godec said.

FROM PAGE 1
He said he would "go up to
Washington and stop the buying
and selling of United States senators like they're sacks of
potatoes."
McConnell fired back by noting Beshear's campaign contributions from lawyers. They have
included $10,000, the legal maximum, from the Association of
Trial Lawyers of America.
"Steve is the king of special
interests. He is the favorite chari-

Adopted by Kathryn Schultz Miller
Directed by Louise Weatherly

Hear ghost stories told by "The Spinners"
before each show.

Oct. 4, 5, 11, 12, 18, 19 at 8 p.m.
Oct. 20 at 2 p.m.
For more information call (502) 759-1752
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-The one they want to install
has one pole on each corner of
The Murray City Council the intersection and the light
approved the second reading of hangs in the middle from wires,"
several ordinances last week.
Elias said.
Council members passed ordiThe city will install a traffic
nances levying an ad valorem tax
light similar to lights at 16th and
on all property items of S0.3381
Main streets that hang from a
on every $100 and a tax of
metal pole with the wires running
$0.3653 on every $100 on tangiunderground.
ble items.
.Approved the second reading
City property tax rates are
of an ordinance amending the
down this year from last year, zoning of a tract of land located
according to Murray Finance
at 201 Walnut St.
Officer Don Leet.
.Approved the second reading
At the last meeting of the
of an ordinance annexing propercouncil, Leet told council memty into the city limits located on
bers property taxes have
Bailey Road. The property is part
decreased by about one-half perof the Cambridge Subdivision.
cent in the past year while prop.Approved the second reading
erty values are the highest they
of an ordinance closing a prophave been in 10 years.
osed road in the city's industrial
Last year, city residents who
park.
paid $233.58 in taxes on a
•Approved Mayor Bill Cher$75,000 house will have to pay
ry's recommendation to reappoint
$249.90 this year for a decrease
Jerry Key to the Murray Transit
of about $3.68, Leet said.
Authority board for a term expirMoney received from these
ing Sept. 19, 2000.
taxes goes into the city's general
•Approved Cherry's recomfund except for a small percenmendation to appoint E. L. (Red)
tage which goes into a pension -Howe Jr. to fill the vacancy
fund for city police officers and
created by the resignation of
firefighters.
Mike Lovins on the city's board
In other business, the council: of zoning adjustments.
*Voted to spend $16,000 on a
.Approved Cherry's recomtraffic control device at the
mendation to appoint Adam
intersection of Fourth and ChestCarver to the Murray Tourism
nut streets.
Commission to fill the unexpired
City Administrator Don Elias
term of John Gorman.
told the council the stop light is
*Tabled a recommendation
part of the Chestnut Street expanfrom the Murray Planning Comsion project.
mission making a proposed
Elias said the Kentucky
change to the city's mobile home
Department of Transportation is
ordinance.
to install a traffic light as part of
The motion was tabled because
the project but suggested the city
of the absence of the council's
spend the extra money to have it
planning representative, Dr. Dan
match other lights in the city.
Miller.
Statf Writer

'

awards in the preliminary competition. Other bands in finals competitions were: Muhlenhurg North,
Hopkinsville, Hancock County,
Russellville, Allen County-Scottsville, Davidson Academy, Breckinridge County, Warren East and
Franklin-Simpson.

Viral and bacterial are the two
leading forms of the disease.
Although the symptoms of bacterial meningitis are more severe
than viral, both are similar in
children and include fever, nausea and vomiting, less of appetite
and sleepiness.
Adult victims of the disease
suffer from headache, back pain,
muscle aches, stiff neck and sensitivity to light in the eyes.
Half a million Americans,
including about 2(X) Kentuckians,
get viral meningitis each year, for
which there is currently no specific medical treatment.
Viral meningitis burns itself
out in a week to 10 days. But
since there is no medicine for
combating it, physicians basically
treat symptoms and wait for the
disease to run its course. That
often translates into four or five
days in the hospital, plus a week
or more at home to regain
strength.

ty of trial lawyers," McConnell
said. "He's a total phony on this
issue, and you can't believe a
word he's saying."
Each candidate impugned the
other's personal finances.
McConnell offered to release
his income tax returns for the last
three years if Beshear would
divulge his law firm's billing
records in the bankruptcy of Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co.
Beshear is a partner in the firm
of Stites & Harbison, which represents the state insurance commissioner as liquidator of the
failed, Lexington -based insurer.
The firm's $10.6 million in fees
has been a Republican campaign
issue.
Beshear, to some hoots from
Republican partisans in the audience, said billing records belong
to Franklin Circuit Court and to
his client, and he could not
release them.
Beshear made a counter offer:
three years of his own tax returns
for three years of McConnell's.
The senator said after the program he would not release his
returns.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Dexter man was transferred
to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah
following a one-vehicle accident
Sunday off Highway 732.
According to a hospital
spokeswoman, David Butler of
Rt. 1, Dexter, remains in stable
condition in the intensive care
unit of Lourdes after being transferred there Monday.
According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
Butler was the passenger of a
vehicle driven by John Bugden,
18, of Clayton Road.
Bugden was taken to MCCH
by ambulance where he was

treated for his injuries and
released a short time later, a hospital spokesman said.
Bugden's vehicle was traveling
west on Highway 732 about 4:40
p.m. when it ran off the right side
of the road while trying to navigate a curve.
The release said Bugden overcorrected and then ran off the left
side of the road, striking a culvert
and overturning.
The two men had to be
extracted from the vehicle by
Murray Fire Department personnel. Calloway County FireRescue personnel also assisted at
the scene.

FROM PAGE 1
is more to this. We're not trying
inquiries about the FDA's plans to promote youth smoking, but
it's kind of hard to get that word
for the state's number one cash
out
to many people."
crop.
Contrary to published reports,
"I've had lots of phone calls
concerning this FDA thing before Clark said that youth smoking is
this (network) ever happened," he not the top priority with the Clinsaid. "I have a little more oppor- ton administration.
"If all of they were trying to do
tunity than others in getting this
is
stop youth smoking, you would
information.
"It's important for somebody not see this (network) being
out there to have this informa- formed," he said. "The door is
tion, and can talk about it with open for Dr. Kessler (FDA director) to do what he wants with
some intelligence."
While local media outlets play tobacco. We cannot afford to set
an important role in spreading here and let this happen without a
information, Clark said it is also fight.
"We're talking about an econecessary that another source be
nomic impact to this county that
available to people.
"The media does a good job a lot of people don't realize. It's
with presenting the message," not just a simple issue that will
said Clark. "But everything effect dark tobacco growers."
doesn't have to be done through
the news media. It's also important to have knowledgable people
that can sit down and talk to
By JIM MAHANES
others."
Along with the new network, Staff Writer
an Oct. 14 meeting of tobacco
Murray Fire Department perfarmers will be held at the West sonnel responded to a fire alarm
Kentucky Livestock and ExposiSaturday at the Ryan Milk plant
tion Center.
on Industrial Road.
Clark said organizers expect
MFD recieved the alarm about
approximately 500 farmers to
12:45 a.m. and upon arrival at the
attend the meeting, which will be scene, firefighters found an air
used to discuss FDA regulations. compressor engulfed in flames in
"I think tobacco is going to the east wing of the plant.
play a big role in this (election),"
Firefighters put the electrical
he said. "All you have to do is fire out by using dry powder and
look on television and listen to fire extinguishers.
the radio. I think it's very hard to
The air compressor unit susget information out to the voters tained extensive flame and smoke
when you have so many different damage but the fire was conopinions out there.
tained and did not spread to sur"There are people out there rounding units.
who are trying to sugar coat the
Firefighters used an exhaust
situation. But we know that there fan to clear the plant of smoke.

t
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Murray residents make bequest to U of L

KaDonna Randolph, a University of Kentucky senior, Is one of six students
recently named dean's ambassador tor the College of Agriculture. KaDonna,
daughter of John and Joretta Randolph of Murray, is a 1993 graduate of
Calloway County High School. As dean's ambassador, KaDonna will help
promote the college.

Representatives of United States Tobacco Manufacturing Corporation met at
the Tobacco Association Building in Murray recently to present a gift of
$5,000 to Murray State University. Dr. Eldon Heathcott, assistant to the dean
of Industry and technology for development, accepted the donation which
will be used toward building of a new rodeo barn for the MSU Rodeo Team.
Presenting the check is Gary D. Cadd (right), director of leaf operations, and
Danny Kingins, manager of leaf purchasing and processing. Cadd and
lUngIns wort out of the USTMC plant In HopkInsvIlle.

Pictured (left to right) are Chuck Ponelelt, University of Kentucky Grain
Specialist; Jim McElroy, Kentucky Corn Promotion Council Chairman; Oran
Little, University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Dean; Jim Boling,
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Associate Dean for Research;
and Richard Jones, Kentucky Corn Growers Association President discuss
grain testing procedures in the Corn Quality Testing Laboratory, which was
opened last week at the University of Kentucky. The service is offered free to
Kentucky producers, processors, elevators or researchers.
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Murray residents Tom and "Theo
Tuck recently made a bequest that
will encourage local students to
enter the University of Louisville
Equine Industry Program.
The gift will endow a scholarship
covering tuition, books and fees for
students pursuing a degree through
the Equine Industry Program in U of
L's College of Business and Public
Administration. U of L's equine
business degree is the only one
given by an accredited college.
The scholarship will be given to
students who have a demonstrated
need, a grade-point average placing
them in the top third of their class
and evidence of participation in
extracurricular activities. Priority
will be given to residents of Western
KentuckyN Jackson Purchase counties.
Scholarship recipients must
maintain a 3.0 grade-point average
and participate in at least one extracurricular activity related to their
course of study.

Producers and other eligible voters are asked to nominate candidates
of their choice by Oct. 28 for the
county Farm Service Agency(FSA)
committee election ballot.
The FSA county committee election will be conducted from Nov. 18
to Dec. 2 by mail ballot_ FSA, an
agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, administers farm commodity, crop insurance,and conservation programs for producers and
makes farm ownership and operating loans.
Calloway County producers have
the opportunity tonominate persons
they feel would best serve their farm
community on the FSA county
committee. Producers in the Hazel,
Crossland, New Providence, Lynn
Grove, Stella and Coldwater communities may request and receive
nominating petition forms from the
county office.
c,
Producers need to rernember that
to be valid, petitions must be limited
to one nominee each, must include
written certification that the nominee is willing to serve, if elected,
and must be signed by at least three
eligible voters in the local administrative area. Also,the petition must
be received in the FSA office by the
October 28th deadline.
Eligible voters may circulate or
sign nominating petitions for as
many candidates as they choose.

Preventive health care for puppies starts about six weeks of age
with the combination vaccination
DHL-P against canine distemper,
infectious hepatic. leptospirosis.
parainfluenza, coronavirus and
parvovirus Rabies protection is
advised at 4 months
A cat that soils in the house is
most often unhappy with its litter
box. perhaps it's in the wrong
location, or scented or dirty Some
fastdous cats would prefer clean
litter every time

Our best deal on a chain saw just got better. Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free.
Available for a Itmoted time only at participating

Stihl Dealers

TOM and
"My husband and I had to rely on
student loans getting through college and had a difficult time," Theo
Tuck explained. "We feel this is a
very worthy program. We meet
many people all the time who are

very talented but lack the necessary
business skills. We feel this training
will be a guiding light to them
because the equine industry is not
like a normal business."
Equine Industry Program gradu-

Anyone wishing to nominate a
farmer for the county FSA committee election may contact the county
office for details, including elcgibility requirements.
Producers should petition for and
elect those individuals they feel
would do a good job as an FSA
committee member. FSA commit-

tees arc essential in -the administration of farm programs and welcome
all valid petitions.
The opportunity to nominate,
vote, and be elected to office is
guaranteed to all producers regardless of race,color, religion, national
origin, age, sex, marital status or
disability.

Coldwater
Church of Christ

Bible Study - 9:30 a.m.
Worship - 10:15 a.m.* & 7:30 p.m.
*Fellozvship meal after the morning service.
Singing 30 minutes before Sunday evening service!

To train a dog toward dental
health, put a food the pet likes on
the tooth brush 25 or 30 times
before actually brushing the teeth

*Preached for New Concord& Kirksey•congregations
*Presently preaches in Tiptonville, TN.
*Preaches several Gospel Meetings & lectureships annually

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271

Robertson Rd South

about Shelters
LIFE, CAR. HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Ask

The Rosetta Stone. found in 1799. is considered the key that
unlocked the mystery of Egyptian hieroglyphics. Beneath a message
written in symbols and carved in the stone was the same message
written in Greek. By comparing the two, experts were able to understand what the symbols meant.

*Native of Murray, Kentucky
*Raised in the Kirksey community
*Graduated from Calloway Co. High School, 1965
*Attended Murray State and Freed-Hardeman College

Brought 10 you as a pubic servIce
by the veterinarians who care for
your animals at

INSURANCE

lisrold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY II TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S 12th St • Murray

Once any medical cause is
ruled out. try different litters and
different locations in house Tip
Each morning, take the cat to is
box and praise it, even lust for
getting into the box
S.

Flea control goes beyond re
moving fleas from your pet Its
also necessary to remove those in
the house and the yard Vacuum
rugs and turnip-NO well and discard
the bag Wash the pets bedding.
too

are employed by companies
and organizations such as breeding
associations, bloodstock agencies,
farms, racing associations and race
tracks.
"Our graduate positions are diverse and no two have the same job
description," said Robert Lawrence,
chair of the U of L Equine Industry
Program. "The university is honored that the Tucks have chosen our
school for their bequest."
'Theo Tuck, a native ofl-ouisville, is a distant niece of Henry
Pink, the first dean of the U of L
School of Law. Another uncle,
William Pirtle, was a U of L trustee
for 12 years and a graduate of the
School of Law. In their honor, she
donated portraits to the- School ol
Law.
The Tucks, who raise Arabian
horses, plan to give a bequest of
equal value to the International
Arabian Horse Foundation.
For more information, call Margaret Bromley at U of L,(502)8527111.
ales

*Does local radio and television preaching in Tiptonville
*Married, has 5 children and 3 grandchildren

Sermon Topics:

Evangelist. Jerry Joseph

Friday: "Great Needs of the Church"
Saturday: "The Call for Change in the Church"
Sunday Bible Study: "Your Place in the Church"
Morning Worship: 'The Church That Pleases God"
Evening Worship: "How To Keep the Church Strong"
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'Where ,there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Thompson thanks friends
)e.0 Editor:
On-Scpt. 17, 1996, those of us who work at the Murray Electric
:ystern, lost a faithful employee, but more importantly a dear friend.
;len Bebber,an employee of the system for II years, was lost in a tragic
itcident while on the job. II would be impossible to mention every one
,'ho has called, sent flowers, or simply patted one of our employees on
The back.
It is at times like these that true friends gather around and pick you
')ack up. There are a few that we would like to offer a special note of
.Jatitud
.
e. The employees of the City of Murray, the Murray Police and
;ire departments, the ambulance personnel and EMT who responded to
ilie call, and tried so hard to save Glen's life. To Peggy Billinguan and the
local Red Cross chapter for helping us to deal with our loss, and to West
'.y. R EC'C for standing by us during the funeral. Also to Jim Mahanes of
tie Ledger & Times for his sensitive account of the accident,
II in the next few weeks, you notice one of our crews working in your
neighborhood, please don't hestitate to offer them your condolences,for
hey arc feeling a deep sense of loss. It takes special people to do this type
work, and Glen was very special to all of us. Our sympathy and
iirayers go out to Glen's fiancee, his parents, his sons, and to all
.4 his lamily.
Tony Thompson, for the Board of employees ol
Murray Electric System.
401 Olive St., Box 1095, Murray, KY 42071

Attention Washington!
US. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
. 202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502.442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 14 — The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., on Bob Dole-I
RS:
hoH Dole ... appears to have something ... radical in mind for
nation's tax collector. He's promising a system that allows taxIN ciSto tile returns
without the assistance of a lawyer or accoun.it . relieves taxpayers of the burden of proof when questio
ned
, the IRS and ends punishment for innocent mistake
s. He says he
downsize the IRS and upsize the amount of money Amer-i!et to keep in their pockets," as if the taxes were going to the
rather than the government.
not quite that simple. Tax collecting is an essential function
1,0\ eminent, and it's hard to see a system operating
well without
-• .ressive_agency looking for cheaters. Removing the
require it
a taxpayer be able to document a deduction is an open
iation to throw away the paperwork, hardly an induce
ment to

Dole needs breakthrough
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
Dole needs a breakthrough, but
he can't seem to get a break.
They keep going President
Clinton's way, notably on the
economy.
"It's going to be better if it
comes the hard way," Dole says
of his bid to overtake Clinton and
win the White House. "And it's
going to come the hard way."
There will be no other way.
"I think you're going to see
this race is going to tighten up
considerably," said Sen. Trent
Lott, Dole's successor as leader
of the Senate Republican majority. "I think there's going to be
an October surprise, maybe."
That last word is the big one.
And a nagging concern among
Republicans running for Congress, as their party seeks to reelect majorities and hold control
for the first time in 70 years.
While the odds are with them,
GOP candidates worry that a hefty Clinton victory over Dole
could drag them down.
Dole told one of his campaign
rallies that the Democrats won't
recapture Congress, but that just
in case, he should be elected to
avoid any prospect of a return to
solid Democratic rule.
But there is a risk for the
Republican nominee in the opposite argument. Let GOP congressional candidates conclude that
he can't win, and they could
wind up effectively conceding the
top of the ticket — and contending that they need to keep control
of the House and Senate to keep
a rein on a re-elected Clinton.

PERSPECTIVE ON

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
Dole's problem as the campaign weeks wane toward Nov. 5
is evident in the things he and his
strategists still say they are going
to do — solidify the Republican
base; tell the nation more about a
nominee voters may not really
know yet and capitalize on his
promised 15 percent plus federal
tax increase, which hasn't delivered the boost they expected.
At the same time, they are trying to nail Clinton as an old-style
liberal, while he points to crime
legislation, deficit reductions,
welfare reform and an array of
other measures as proof that he is
no such thing. That blends with a
GOP assault on Clinton over
increased use of illegal drugs
among the young, the theme of a
just-intensified negative ad
campaign.
But points like those, and the
character-honesty issue that could
become another GOP attack
point, would fit best in a longterm campaign to erode an opponent's standing. And Dole
doesn't have a long term left,
only five weeks.
The presidential debates on
Oct. 6 and Oct. 16 could be an
opening, but those of prior cam-

proof that his economic plan
works. "We have the evidence
on our side," he said.
There are bills to sign, and
Clinton has the Rose Garden for
a setting, as when he approved
the measure to ensure that new
mothers are covered for at least
two days in the hospital, calling
it a landmark for families.
Dole couldn't get an immigrapaigns have done more to cement tion bill tailored his way; his
old images, favorable or unfavor- camp wanted terms that would
able, than to reverse them or cre- have forced Clinton into a politiate new issues.
cally damaging veto on an issue
sensitive in states like California,
Dole still is trying to shake
Texas and Florida. The measure
some old ones, stirred by Clinton
to stem illegal immigration isn't
campaign commercials. He was
final,
but his signature would be
in West Palm Beach Fla., Thursday, telling senior voters that an asset in those same border
states.
Clinton's ads are dishonest in
Clinton's veto of a ban on a
claiming he would cut Medicare
type of late-term abortions was
and other benefits for the elderly.
sustained in the Senate; the RepuAt this point, he needs to take the
blicans said they will continue
offensive, but he is defending not
raising the issue, but it isn't likeonly his positions but territory
ly to have the impact it would
that ought to be safely Republihave carried had Clinton been
can. Florida, for example, where
overridden.
polls give Clinton an edge in a
Even when Dole won a point
race rated about even — in a
on the debates, there was a price.
state in which no Democrat has
Ross Perot was excluded, as Dole
managed 40 percent of the preswanted, and the third party camidential vote in 20 years.
paigner turned angrily on the
"I know it's hard to get the
Republican nominee for what he
president off his soap box, he's called a dumb move that would
out there every day announcing poison the attitudes of indepensome new gimmick," Dole com- dent voters.
plained. Or getting a new break.
First the Federal Reserve
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
Board skips a widely anticipated R. Mears, vice president and
increase in interest rates, then the columnist for The Associated
government reports an increase in Press, has reported on
family incomes for the first time
Washington and national poliin six years. Clinton calls that tics for more than
30 years.

pourics

Vim.=

Sept. 24 — The Charlotte (N.C.) Observer
on Gulf War
chemical gas:
Betrayal of trust.
That's the 'likely reaction of mAny veterans to
information dribbling out that may confirm they were exposed to
chemical gas during the Persian Gulf War. Oh, yes. Cover-up
comes to mind as
well.
For more than five years, Pentagon officials have
downplayed
the issue and tried to convince Gulf War veteran
s that their debilitating ailments were mostly in their heads. Now the
government is
slowly admitting some soldiers may have been exposed
to chemical
gas in Iraq after all. ...
Last month, the Presidential Advisory Committee
on Gulf War
Veterans' Illnesses criticized as "superficial"
the Pentagon's
investigation of possible U.S. troop exposures to Iraqi
chemical
agents and recommended that the probe be handed
over to an outside body.
They're right. It's more than superficial. It's a
travesty. These
veterans deserve better.

•

iept. 22 — Clovis (N.M.) News Journal on Clinton
-Utah
,iational monument:
lii the same month that the United States has once
again flexed
it: muscles in the Middle East — in large part,
ultimately to secure
the energy flow vital to our economy — President
Clinton blocks
all development of a vast reserve of coal on the
American continent. ...
Clinton set up his electioneering grandstand next to
the Grand
canyon, where he signed a measure establishing a national
monument covering 1.7 million acres of southern Utah.
Great photo opportunity. Lousy public policy. ...
The coal beneath the surface could be develop
ed through
targeted strategies that leave most acreage undisturbed.
But acknowledging that possibility wouldn't mesh with the presiden
t's
campaign braggadocio.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters mutt be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,

Association proves fateful FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Robert DeZarn, a young lieuienant in the Army artillery, was
back home in Ashland after a
taste of Cold War active duty.
DeZarn had been an observer
along the border between East
and West Germany. And he had
liked it.
So, he took a fateful walk into
the local National Guard armory.
There he met the commander,
Billy G. Wellman. DeZarn soon
was the XO — executive officer
-- of a National Guard tank company. It was 1957.
For the 39 years since, DeZarn
and Wellman have been confidants and contemporaries, their
careers inexorably linked.
Wellman was appointed adjutant general by three governors.
DeZarn rose to deputy adjutant.
Both retired as generals in 1987,
when Wellman was unceremoniously replaced by a new governor, Wallace Wilkinson.
Wellman appeared to have the
last laugh four years later. After
Wilkinson sacked him, Wellman
perceptively joined up with Brereton Jones, the new lieutenant
governor and Wilkinson's rival.
In 1991, Jones won the governorship. Under the Kentucky
Constitution, a governor's first
duty is to appoint an adjutant
general. Jones chose DeZarn.
Wellman became secretary of the
Justice Cabinet and commissioner

•
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CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysis
of the Kentucky State Police.
It was a moment of triumph for
both men. But some events that
led to it also led both men into
U.S. District Court last week.
DeZarn was the defendant,
charged with perjury. Wellman
was a government witness — an
unfriendly witness — and seemed
at times to be the one on trial,
though he has never been
charged.
In his opening statement,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Kenneth
Taylor zeroed on Wellman, not
DeZarn. "The evidence will be
he wanted to regain control of the
Kentucky National Guard," Taylor told the jury.
But to do that, Jones had to be
elected in 1991. That's because
adjutant general is not a rank; it
is an office. The holder may be a
soldier, but first and foremost he
is an appointee of the governor.
Getting elected takes money.
The Guard's officer corps was a
source to be tapped, the prosecution theory went.
The jury heard that a plan was
hatched during a meeting at

Wellman's house in March or
April 1990 — a plan to raise
$25,000 for the Jones campaign
by soliciting 50 Guard officers to
give $500 each. The money could
be handed over at a Preakness
party Wellman was throwing at
his home that May.
DeZarn was at the meeting
with Wellman. Both testified that
the meeting was to discuss how
to support Jones generally, not to
talk about fund raising. But five
others also were present, including Lt. Col. John Julian, who
later cooperated with the FBI and
made surreptitious recordings of
Wellman and DeZarn.
Wellman seethed on the witness stand as Taylor, armed with
Wellman's own words on the
Julian tapes, spun a talc for the
jury of political arm twisting
inside the Guard's officer fraternity, followed by a ham-handed
attempt at damage control and
concealment.
The Army inspector general
launched an investigation after
getting complaints that most
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-e're all for correcting any abuses within the IRS. That process
riter was. But it's hard to imagine a tax system — even
a flat
---- without a ,tax collector.
.cept. L — Missoulian, Missoula, Mont.,
on U.S.-Iraq:
Clinton is sworn to uphold the Constitution. So what's
!.,irig ordering the Air Force and Navy
to attack Iraq?
I he Constitution reserves for the people, speakin
g through Con the power to declare war. ... It doesn't make excepti
ons for
World and renegade states, or those headed by villains
.
( )1 1 OlITSC, this isn't
the first time a president has ignored the
in this regard. And Congress always is less than
in confronting presidents over misuse of war
powers.
'I' t r eNS has largely
yielded its constitutional war powers to the
..!iixe branch. That doesn't make it a good
idea, though.
lin' oh this is meant to
suggest that there's no case to be made
the recent missile strikes against targets in
Iraq. Rather, we just
•., Ow case ought to be made — by the president
to Congress, as
• t',institution instructs.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 20 — Riverside County (Calif.) Press-Enterpri
se on
Saudi bomb blame:
Defense Secretary William Perry scrims high marks for
nobility
and honor for stepping forward to accept blame for the
tragedy in
Saudi Arabia in which 19 U.S. servicemen died.
...
But there was a host of mistakes that led to the tragedy
, according to the findings of a special panel.... What's
more, the Pentagon
exaggerated the force of the bomb immediately afterwa
rd, apparently to blunt criticism.
Such behavior demands disciplinary and corrective
action, and
that's the problem with Secretary Perry's remarks.... He
wasn't the
site commander and not charged with securing the
perimeter or
purchasing protection materials.
Yet he said he and he alone is responsible. If that were
true, then
such action would have to be taken against him.
Few believe that Secretary Perry should step down
over this incident. ... Perry's offer however well-intentioned diverts
attention
away from where it should be focused.

Doll

Guard officers who went to Wellman's party and gave money for
the campaign were later promoted — and several who did not
were fired.
The tapes indicated Wellman
tried to limit what two Army
investigators would find out
about political fund raising within the Guard. He was particularly
anxious to prevent their finding
out about the meeting at his
home.
He was not alone. Former Lt.
Col. Clifford Childers, who was
to stand trial with DeZarn but
pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor
in an agreement with prosecutors,
said he also misled the
investigators.
"I thought if I would not tell
the whole truth, the thing would
go away," Childers said.
It took the jury three hours and
15 minutes to decide that DeZarn
lied when he told the inspector
general's investigators that the
Preakness party was not a fund
raiser.
"There was political cronyism
going on in the Guard," Taylor,
the prosecutor, said after the verdict. "Whether anyone was selling promotions and rank, I don't
know. But there was favoritism
and cronyism going on."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Golfplay Wednesday
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Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the line-up
may come and be paired at the
tee. If a person is unable to play,
call the hostess, Sue Outland,
753-8682.
The line-up is as follows:

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Oct. 2, at
11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. Anna Lou Tarry will present a program on "Gennie Dolls made by Vogue." All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.

Toe I - Diane Villanova, Francss
Hulse, Jennifer Crouse and Karen
Hart,
Toe 3 - Evelyn Jones, Betty Jo Putdom, Rainey Apperson and Betty
Lowry;
Tee 4 - Sally Crass. Betty Stewart,
Lisa Carver and Venela Ward,
T..5 - Cathryn Garrott, Betty Scott,
Faira Alexander and Margaret
Shuffett,
Toe I - Anna Mary Adams, Norma

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, Oct. 2,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall. St. Leo's Catholic Church. "Hobbies" will
be the theme of the program by Bob Jenkins. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Larry, 753-9395, or Jane, 489-2046.

Special program on Tuesday
"Working With Color" will be theme of a workshop for quilters
on Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 6:30 p.m. at St. Matthews by the Lake
Church, U.S. Highway 641, one mile north of Draffenville. Admission will be $3 per person. This will be sponsored by Needle Chasers Quilters. For information and planning to attend call Darlene at
1-502-354-6680.

Extension Board will meet
. Calloway County Extension District Board will meet Thursday,
Oct. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks Community Center,
Murray. All interested persons arc invited.

Barnett Cemetery meeting Saturday
Barnett Cemetery, located near Pottertown, will have its annual
meeting on Saturday, Oct. 5, at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be
served. Persons unable to attend may send their donations to Hazel
Jean Brandon, 1604 Kecnland, Murray, or Dale Campbell, 1906
Melrose, Murray.

Fulcher reunion on Oct. 5
A reunion for all descendants, relatives and friends of the late
Monroe and Maggie Fulcher will be Saturday, Oct. 5, at Weaks
Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray, A
potluck lunch will be served at noon.

Big K reunion will be Oct. 12
Buren and Jo Erwin invite all former employees of Murray Big K
to a reunion at their home at 6068 Crossland Rd., Hazel, on Saturday, Oct. 12, at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be served. For more
information call 492-8493. Spouses are invited.

Burkeen reunion on Oct. 26
A reunion of all Burkeen relatives and friends will be Saturday,
Oct. 26, at 6 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. For more infomation call Ronnie Burkeen at 753-7060.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend.

Blood pressure checks scheduled
Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, Oct. 1, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at
5:30 p.m. at the high school band room. Nancy Slinker, president,
urges all persons planning to go to the Kentucky Music Festival at
Lexington Nov. 2 to attend the Tuesday meeting. Band Boosters are
now selling their annual cards allowing discounts and promotions at
various businesses. The cards are $5 each and are good from Oct. 1,
19%, to Sept. 30, 1997. These may be purchased from any band
booster, at Peoples Security Finance by Readmore, or at the concession stand at the football games.

Kappas will meet Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. This will be a "Fall Feast
Potluck" and "Bring a Guest" night. Hostesses will be Charlotte
Key, Debbie Carter, Mary Shipley, and Jeannie Tilker.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 25, have been
released by Ann Brown, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, winner, Frances Hulse,
second;
First flight - Betty Stewart,
winner, Jennifer Crouse, second.
Second flight - Anna Mary
Adams, first, Peggy Shoemaker,
second;
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
first, Rowena Cullom, second;
Low putts - Mary Bogard.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Oct. 1
Monday, Sept. 30
Calloway County Democratic ExecuMurray Art Guild open 10 a m -3 p.m
tive Committee/7 p.m./Miller CourtCancer Support Group'3
house Annex.
p m /Education Unit of Murray Murray Woman's Club Ex
Calloway County Hospital
Board/6:30 p.m./club house.
Info/762-1100
Influenza vaccine ClinIc/7.30
Calloway
County Public Library
a.m.-4:30 p.m./Calloway County
Parents and Twos/9 30 a.m.; Story
Health Center. Info/753-3381.
Hour/10 30 am
Southwest Elementary School SBDM
Murray Optimist Club(6•3
Council/4 p.m./Counselor's meeting
p m./Homeplace Restaurant
MORI.
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
Overeaters Anonymous/730
building
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCoffee Break/9 30 a m /Martin's
Calloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
Chapel United Methodist Church
753-7490.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Church/6 p m.
Into/753-0082.
Hardin TOPS Chapter"7 p m 'Hardin
First Baptist Church Praise!
Library
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Taylor of Hickman announce the engagement rehearsal/7 p m
Dexter Center Senior actrvitres/9130
First
Presbyterian
Church Congregaand forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Michelle Taylor, to Jim
a m potluck at noon.
tional Care meeting/7 p.m
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
Osborne, son of Mrs. Jeannette Osborne of Murray and the late Harold
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
senior citizens' activities.
Russell Osborne.
Group/7 p.m.
Hazel Cantor/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Miss Taylor is the granddaughter of Mrs. Thelma Davis Mayfield
First Christian Church Boy Scout
senior citizens' activities
Troop/6.30 p.m
and the late Edwin Mayfield of Cayce, and of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
AA closed discussion meeting/8
Taylor of Hickman.
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
p.m./American Legion Building
Hall Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Mr. Osborne is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cooper of Hazel Info/753-8136
or 435-4314.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
and of Mn-. Ethel Hetrick of Murray.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Ladiies Bible Class/9 30 a m
The bride-elect, a 1993 graduate of Fulton County High School, is
a.m -10 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Eagle Gallery at Fine Arts Center,
presently a senior at Murray State University. She is majoring in
Bible Class/10 a.m.
MSU/open 8 a m -6 p.m.
Communication Disorders and is a member Of Sigma Sigma Sigma
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum
Guild/7 p.m
social sorority.
open/8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
First Christian Church CWF Group
The groom -elect, a 1990 graduate of Murray High School, is preTuesday, Oct. 1
11/10.30 a m /Homeplace Restaurant
sently a senior at Murray State University. He is an alumnus of Sigma
Almo-D•xler No. 4 Fire Protection
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
District meeting/7 p mitire station at
Chi social fraternity and is employed by the Murray Police
10-11 .30 am
Almo
Department.
First United Methodist Church WMW
Jewelry sale at Murray Woman's Club
Executive meeting/9 a m .
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 30, 1996, at 4 p.m.
House/10 a.m -7 p.m Public invited.
Quitters/9 30 a.m , UMW general
at West Hickman Baptist Church, Hickman.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5 30
meeting/10 a.m.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
p.m./Calloway County High School
First Baptist' Church Mothers' Day
Band Room.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony and the
OutS am -3 p.m., Lothe Moon Group
Medical Explorer Post 803
reception.
wOpal Giltner/10 am Dorothy Group
meeting/6:30 p.m./third floor Education
w/Eva Morns/10.30 a m
Kathleen
Unit/Murray-Calloway Hospital.
Jones Group w/Hazel Tarry/2 p m
Community Improvement
Step Aerobics/5:30 p m., Bea Walker
Volunteers/4:30 p m./Chamber of
Group w'Bea Walker"7 p m
Commerce.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Family Support Group at West View
Care Adult Day Center open 7.30
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Second place - Shirley Wade,
a m -4 p m Info/753-0576
Kappa Department of Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday, Mary Alice Smith and Sue
-Murray Moose Lodge officers
Woman's Club potluck/6.30 p.m./club
Oct. 2.
meeting/6 p m ; regular meeting/7 pm
Veazey;
house.
Adults Belong in College free
Bridge will be played at 9:30
Third place - Irene Woods, Singles Organizational Society
workshop/MSU Info/762-2186
a.m.
Doris Rose, Lib Dalton and (SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
MSU Women's Volleyball team hosts
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
Agnes Payne;
Evansville/7 p m /Cutchin .Fieldhouse
with Mary Alice Garner as teeFourth place - Della Miller, 489-2046.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Free
blood pressure checks/noon-2
off chairmen. Pairings will be
MSUlopen 830 a m -4 15 pm
Sue Wells, Bronda Parker and
p.m./Murray Seventh -day Adventist
made at the ter.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Anna L. Coleman.
Church.
am -10 pm
Winners of the golf scramble

Michelle Taylor,
fiancee of Jim Osborne

Taylor and Osborne
wedding to be Nov. 30

Oaks'events planned

played Wednesday, Sept. 25,
have been released by Shirley
Wade, hostess, as follows:
First place - Burlene Brewer,
Sue Lamb and Kitty Steele;

The Oaks Country Club Golf
Banquet will be Monday, Oct. 28,
at 7 p.m. For reservations call
Debbie Ray at 753-2507 or call
the Pro Shop. Deadline to sign up
will be Oct. 21.

JCPenney Styling Salon
(Murray, Ky. Only)

Bring in this coupon and receive

SERVICE NOTES

West View Support Group to meet
Family Support Group at West View Nursing.Home will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 1, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the front lobby. This is
for families of residents at West View.

Frank, Jenny Sue Smock and Ann
Brown,
Toe 9 • Barbara Gray. Marths Sue
Ryan, Nancy Havorstock and Rowena
Cullom

ZACHARY F. BASFORD
received practical work in military leadership at the Army
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTA) Advanced Camp at Fort
Lewis, Tacoma, Wash.
The camp, attended by cadets
normally between their third and
fourth year of college, includes
instruction in communications,
management, and survival

--training.
Successful completion of the
advanced camp and graduation
from college results in a commission as a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, Guard, or Reserve.
Basford is a -student at the University of Southern California,
Los Angeles. He is the son of
Anne Benes of 1641 Miller Ave.,
Murray.
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Hair Cut
Color Service
Perm

Reg. $17.00
Reg. $40.00 and up
Reg. $45.00 and up
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OPECIALS )

•

• Book a hand spa manicure or foot spa pedicure • Receive 20% off any hair care or
& receive gift certificate for I FREE!
nail care products
• Penn special $29.99 & up.
• Set of sculptured acrylic enhancements
Color special S25.00
for S25 00
• Shampoo & set special $5.00
• Eyebrow arch In pnce
• Special nail an for MSU, NIHS & CCHS
• Receive 1 haircut get 1 1/2 price
buy I get 1 FREE
• Nail piercing & charms 1/2 price
DOOR PRIZES DAILY COMPLIMENTS OF
Complete Printing - Pesch Blossom' - Chet Mart Hazel - Beauty Control
Hair & Nail Care Packages Wolff Tanning - And More!

brands like: Calico, Timberland, Nike,
B„s, imp°, Mootsies Tootsies, and Many More!
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Fluke? Racers pound MTSU 34-7
Nutt calls win over Middle
'solid', MSU improves to 3-1
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Middle Tennessee coach Boots
Donnelly, one of the elders in the
Ohio Valley Conference, has
always been one to drop an
encouraging word to help Houston Nutt on his way to building
the Racer football program.
Even though his Blue Raiders
were drubbed 34-0 in last year's
Murray State-Middle Tennessee
game, Donnelly is still helping
Nuu.
Word got back to Murray this

week that the MTSU coach said
on one occassion that last year's
maul in Murfreesboro was a
fluke.
Flukes must come in pairs.
For the second-straight year,
the Racers hung 34 points on the
Division I-A bound Blue Raiders,
this time winning 34-7 Saturday
night in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Written on the Racers' blackboard following Saturday's game
were the words, "Ain't No
Fluke!"
Nutt had ,another word to
describe the team's complete and
total victory.
"Solid. That's, as solid as it
gets right there," the fourth-year
coach explained. "That's the first
game we've all played together,
at least for three-quarters of the
game. I'm just proud of everybody, we had some guys play
with little bumps and bruises. I
thought we grew up tonight.
"We probably could have
scored 45 or 50, but we know we,
can score."
Middle Tennessee. (1-3, 0-2
OVC) went on the board first
with a 63-yard scoring drive, but
Murray State (3-1, 2-0 OVC)
responded with 34 unanswered
points to move into a tie for first
in the OVC.
"This was a big step for us,"

Racers 34, Middle Tenn. 7
ille-117
7 16 IS 7-54
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INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Middle Tenn. St. McGill 2044. Gordon 6-32. esker 447. Cultin 5-(4). Murray It.
Downs 20-104 Scarborough 5-34. McCann 7-21.114ion 6-12. Tumor 1-7, Cherry 1-0, Newton 2+1).
PASS540-4Addle Tenn It, Gordon 5-15-3150.
Guinn 4-13-46-1 Murray St, Cherry 13-2S-222-O.
Chewed 1-24-0
RECEIVING—diddle Tenn St. Nasal* 2-12.
Walter 2-27. Lowe 2-27. Meer 1-3, McCill 1-10. Bakel 1-7 Murray St. Jones 11-169, Greer 3-30, Minton
1 14 Pollard 1-16, Hlteon 1-0

said Racer linebacker Ronnie
Merritt, whose third-quarter
touchdown off an interception
virtually closed the door on the
Blue Raider hopes. "I don't know
where we are in the OVC as far
as the lead, but this puts us back
on the pedestal again."
Murray State rolled up 407 total yards, and while Middle had
227 yards, they only managed 74
in the second half.
"Our defense has played good
the last two weeks, and offen-

player
"Ov
very g
the sec
play o
there
were u
Mu
County
a girls
MARK YOUNG/edger & Times photo

Murray State junior linebacker Ronnie Merritt (44) runs behind defensive back Elliott Dunn as he returns a
third quarter interception for a touchdown Saturday night against -Middle Tennessee.

Lady Lakers win; MHS tops Colonels
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County's girls picked
up their second win in a row
Saturday, downing Paducah
Tilghman 3-2 in overtime at the
CCHS field.
Calloway (5-9) had two goals
from Crystal Nadeau, on assists
from Becca Carson and Lacey
McCuan, and got the winning
goal from Jayme Gibson off a
penalty kick.
"In the first half we came out
slow and let them score quickly,
but as the game went on our

intensity picked up," coach Sharon Arant said. "We've had to
play around with our alignment,
but things arc picking back up."
*Calloway's JV squad lost 6-0
to Tilghman Saturday. The JV
girls and boys host Murray
tonight in a doubleheader starting
at 5:30 at the CCHS field.
The Lady Lakers are now off
until Saturday, when they play at
Henry County, Tenn., at 3:30
p.m.
Henry County invitational
Henry County 4, Murray 2

Murray 7, St. Cecilia 2
PARIS, Tenn. — Murray
High's girls finished third at the
Henry County Invitational over
the weekend.
On Saturday, the Lady Tigers
fell to host Henry County 4-2.
Samantha Hogsed accounted for
both Murray goals, the first coming off an assist from Mary Kay
Howard and the second
unassisted.
Henry County outshot Murray
14-11. Jeange Maddox had eight
saves for Murray while Robyn
Myhill had two.

"It was a really rough game,
assists.
and the officials let it get out of
Murray outshot St. Cecilia
hand," Murray coach Mark Ken29-6. Maddox had three saves
nedy said. "But Susan Krieb held
while Myhill had two.
us together. I was very disapHenry County won the tournapointed with the officiating in the ment by beating Clarksville
first game."
Sunday.
Murray bounced back Sunday
"I don't know why Samantha
to defeat Nashville St. Cecilia
Hogsed wasn't named the best
7-2. Hogsed had four goals, two offensive player of the tournafrom assists by Maddox, one
ment because she had six goals
from Heather Schroader and one and an assist," Kennedy said.
unassisted. Schroader, Jennifer "She had a very dominating tourLeary and Shannon Beddome nament. But they gave it to a
also had goals, with Howard,
Hogsed and Krieb contributing • See Page 7
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By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Ozzie Smith's final
regular season game turned out to be a
big day for the man who's been considered the best shortstop in the majors for
the last few years.
Barry Larkin homered twice and drove
in three runs as the Cincinnati Reds ended
their season and the St. Louis Cardinals'
five-game winning streak with a 6-3 victory Sunday.
"With all due respect to Ozzie, Barry
has been the best shortstop I have ever
seen when you combine everything,
offensively and defensively," Reds manager Ray Knight said. "I think the torch
was passed today, but really in the last
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St. Louis shortstop Ozzie Smith takes
perhaps his final curtain call in Busch
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• Lakers at Heath
Heath — 7
JV game — 5.30
III Tigers vs. Ft Campbell
Ty Holland Stadium — 7
JV game — 5:30

• Lakers vs St Mary
CCHS held — 530
II Murray at Marshall (DH)
Draffenville
5:30/7:30

Cards' Smith flips for final time

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS

.

SOCCER

By BARRY WIU4ER
AP Football Writer
Want the secret to remaining
unbeaten in the NFL? This week,
it was iimpk: don't play.
The Indianapolis Colts had a
bye Sunday, protecting their spotless 4-0 record. The other NFL
unbeatens — Kansas City, Carolina and Minnesota — tasted
defeat for the first time.
The Chiefs had their 12-game
winning streak in the AFC West
snapped in a 22-19 loss at San

_Diegsje John Carney kicked five
field goals and Junior Seau had a
monstrous game with 12 tackles,
a sack and two interceptions.
Seau also repositioned teammate
Chris Mims, who then blocked
Pete Stoyanovich's 47-yard field
goal attempt with 22 seconds left.
"He plays like that all the
time," Chiefs coach Marty
Schottenheimer said. "He's the
leader of what they do, not only
for the defense, but maybe their
whole football team."

three or four years Barry's been thebetter
player."
Smith started in his final regular season
game and went 0-for-2 before being
removed at the beginning of the fourth
inning. He was saluted with fireworks and
hugged the other eight teammates who
were on the field on his way to the bench.
After the game he took a farewell lap
around the stadium as the fans showered
cheers on him for the second consecutive
day. Smith's NQ. 1 jersey was retired
Saturday and he has said he'll retire after
this season.
Larkin's not so sure about that.
"I had a conversation with him earlier
today," Larkin said. "And he told me he
hadn't ruled out possibly coming back."
Smith. 41, batted .282 this year and for
his career he batted .262 with 2,460 hits
in 18 seasons. Earlier this month he said
he reserved the right to change his mind

The Panthers met their expansion cousins from Jacksonville
and met defeat after three straight
victories. The Jaguars sacked fprmer teammate Steve Beuerlein
five times on the way to a 24-14
decision.
"You could feel the excitement, the intensity," said Jaguars
quarterback Mark Smell, who
threw for 214 yards and a touchdown."A lot of what happens as
far as emotions starts out on the
field. You start out hot and get

about retiring, but Sunday he said he
doesn't plan on playing anymore.
"My decision to retire has not
changed:" Smith said. "I plan on getting
away from baseball for a while to see how
long it takes me to miss baseball.
"We'll see where it takes us. I've never been down this road before."
Larkin homered off rookie Eric Ludwick (0-1) to lead off the fourth and Willie Greene hit his 19th, and sixth in his
last 19 at-bats, on the next pitch. Larkin
added a two-run shot, his 33rd, in the
fifth.
,
r In the power category, Larkin and
Smith aren't a bit alike. Smith hit 28
home runs for his career.
"I've got my game and Ozzie's got his
game," Larkin said. "It's only a symbolic thing about the torch being passed."

some points on the board and
guys get excited."
They were excited at Giants
Stadium, where the Vikings were
lethargic one week after beating
Green Bay, and New York took
advantage, 15-10.
"We saw this game as an
opportunity to validate ourselves
as a good football team that can
compete against the better teams
in the league," quarterback Dave
Brown said.
While three teams saw theie

zeroes disappear from the loss
column, the Falcons, Saints, Buccaneers and the New York Jets
remained winless.
Atlanta (0-4) was routed by
San Francisco 39-13. New
Orleans (0-5) fell 17-10 at Baltimore. Tampa Bay (0-5) was a
27-0 loser at home to Detroit and
Washington beat the Jets (0-5)
31-16.
Also, it was Denver 14, Cin-

Eleven-year-old Josh Harper scored a hole-In-one at Sullivan's Par
Three on hole 814, a par-3, 105-yard hoes. Harper is pictured with
Michael Shaw. His other witness was Joe Cop•land

player on the winning team.
"Overall, I thought we played
very good," Kennedy added. "In
the second game we were able to
play our style. In the first game,
there were some clear fouls that
were unasscssed."
Murray (8-5) plays at Marshall
County Thursday night at 5:30 in
a girls/boys district doubleheader.
BOYS SOCCER
Murray 3, Henderson 1
HENDERSON — Murray's
boys turned in a solid performance in downing Henderson
County 3-1 Saturday.
Murray (7-6) opened the scoring with a goal by Al Plan off an

assist from Shane Andrus. After
Henderson tied the game, Murray
took the lead for good as Jeremy
Hunt scored with an assist from
Micah Cathey.
Leading 2-1 at halftime, Murray put the game away as Cathey
scored off a rebounded shot.
The Tigers outshot Henderson
13-6. Murray goalkeeper Ross
Clark had four saves.
"It was a good win, and it was
one of the few games this year
where we've played hard the
whole 80 minutes," Murray coach
James Weatherly said. "I was
glad to see us play hard against
good competition."
*Murray's JV team lost 2-0 to
Henderson Saturday, and plays at
Calloway tonight at 7.
Murray hosts Fort Campbell

Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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sively we jumped.out and played
good the first two games," said
Nutt, who's evened his record
against Donnelly at 2-2.
"Nobody's really played well
together — offense, defense and
kicking game. This is the first
night I felt like we were hitting
on all cylinders."
Offensively, the Racers had
their best pass-run mix of the
season. Led by tailback Anthony
Downs' 104 yards on 20 carries,
the Racers piled up 178 rushing
yards.
"The offensive line blocked
exceptionally well tonight. Their
defense played hard, but our
offense just played better," said
Downs, a junior transfer from
Clemson.
In the air, quarterback Mike
Cherry was 13-of-25 for 229
yards, two touchdowns and no
interceptions. His favorite target
on the night was senior wide
receiver Jesse Jones, who had
eight catches for 169 yards and
two TDs.
Jones' biggest play came in the
second quarter when he hauled in
a 64-yard TD pass with 2:42
remaining in the half, putting
MSU up 17-7 at halftimes.

Tuesday night at 7. The JV game
precedes the varsity at 5:30. ik
Owensboro Cathollo.-5
Calloway Cott-My 2
OWENSBORO — Playing on
a wet, muddy field without three
key players, Calloway - battled
Owensboro Catholic to a 2-2
halftime tie but fell short at the
end.
"It was a game until halftime,
but we ran out of gas," Laker
coach Steve Arant said. "I take
the blame for it because it was
our third game of the week, and
the other two were .against Marshall and Hopkinsville, and it was
the night after homecoming. So it
wasn't a good scenario. That
field hadn't been mowed all year,
and one side was sitting in three
or four inches of water."
After falling behind 2-0, Calloway (6-7) tied the game on goals
by John Eric Yezerski, off an
assist by Matt Yezerski, and
Jeremy Weber, with an assist by
Jeff Nix.
"That goal by Jeremy was one
of the prettiest shots I've ever
seen," Arant said. "Jeff sent it
through the defense and Jeremy
kicked it in with hi left foot on a
full sprint."
Owensboro Catholic outshot
Calloway 13-11. Laker goalkeeper Shane Wilkerson had five
saves.
*Calloway's JV squad tied
Owensboro Catholic 2-2. Glenn
Timmons and Matt Yczerski
scored for the Lakers.
Calloway plays at Heath Tuesday night at 7.

-That's what good protection
and being abk to run the football
does," said Cherry, who had
receivers running open all night.
"We invite them up and once
they bite, you break their neck."
Murray's defense bowed it's
neck, shutting down the Blue
Raiders' offense after they went
up 7-0 in the first quarter. Starting the season giving up 44 and
38 points, the Racer defense has
now given up just seven points in
the last eight quarters.
"It's been building for a couple
of weeks now," said senior defensive tackle Mathias Vavao, who
had three tackles. "Every week
we've been getting better and
better. It really helps that we've
been practicing better."
On Middle's first possession of
the second half, backup quarterback Jonathan Quinn was picked
off by Merritt, who rambled 28
yards to the end zone for his second career TD.
"That probably did it right
there. That was a huge play,"
Nutt said of the interception,
which put MSU up 24-7 with still
11:07 to play in the third.
"We won the turnover margin
and that was our whole goal this
week," said Nutt. "It's always
good to see the defense score."
Middle could do little against
the Racer defense the rest of the
way, getting in scoring range
only once late in the fourth
quarter.
Lebrian McGill put Middle up
7-0 with 6:50 to play in the first
quarter, but the Racers answered
the next drive. The key play of
the drive was a 41-yard comple-

cinnati 10; Pittsburgh 30, Houston 16; Chicago 19, Oakland 17;
Green Bay 31, Seattle 10; and
Arizona 31, St. Louis 28 in
overtime.
Tonight, Dallas is at
Philadelphia.
Also idle this weekend were
Miami, Buffalo and New
England.
Chargers 22, Chiefs 19
Host San Diego (4-1) moved
into a three-way tie with Kansas

WOW YOUNGited9w

Tim*. photo

Racers Anthony Hutch (89), Chris Vaughn (51) and Renard() Hampton
(28) celebrate with Ronnie Moffitt attar Merritt returned a third quarter
intercaption tot a touchdown Saturday night.
Lion from Cherry to Jones, which Robinson, who.,
injured an ankle
put the ball at the MTSU 28-yard in the second quarter.
line. Downs ripped off a run of
"The defense stepped up big14 yards and fullback David time," said junior
offensive tackle
McCann followed with an Dan Brown.
"Offensively, we
11-yard burst. Facing first-and- Just said we've
got to get it done
goal from the eight, Downs swept this week — SEMO
wasn't it.
right behind a big McCann block
"As an offensive line we got it
to tic the game 7-7.
together and just started blasting
Rob Hart added a 30-yard field them. We knew the
trenches were
to put the Racers up 10-7 with where the game was going
to be
11:32 to play in the first half, and won."
Jones' 64-yard bomb made it
MSU 's defensive line
17-7.
harrassed MTSU quarterbacks all
Both Downs and Cherry crenight, getting just one sack but
dited the Racer offensive line, chasing Vanderbilt transfer Ronwhich played much of the game nie Gordon and Quinn out of the
with all-conference tackle Mark
pocket on nearly every pass.

City and Denver atop the AFC
West — thanks mainly to Seat'.
"If Junior Seau isn't one of the
best to ever play the game, I
don't know who is," coach Bobby Ross said. "I don't think he
gets the credit he deserves."
Jaguars 24, Panthers 14
At Jacksonville, the Jaguars
(2-3) won against a non divisional opponent for the first
time. Rookie Tony Brackens had
two sacks, forced two fumbles
and recovered two.

Brunch, who came into the
game with an NFL-high 1,163
yards passing, was 15-for-27.

Giants 15, Vikings 10
The Vikings (4-1) were flat
enough to make just enough mistakes to lose to the Giants (2-3).
"1 tell you, this is reality,"
Warren Moon said after Phillip
Sparks' interception at the Giants
4 clinched it. "We didn't come
out and play our game, and the
Giants outplayed us."

Insure both your car and home with quality Grange coverage`and pay lower
rates on both policies. You may also qualify for discounts on boats
and other personal property. Plus, you'll have the
convenience
of working with just one insurance
INSURANCE
Yaw-partner in protection
agent. Call or visit us soon so we can tell you more

BUY 2 DECKS

HOYLE
PLAYING
CARDS

GET 100
POKER CHIPS
At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd. and Lakeview Dr.

FREE

in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test.
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the result.

This enbre examination is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
DMICIAIIMER OUR OFFICE POIKY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT MC ANY OTHER PERSON RE SPONSALE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REF USE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT INHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN n i-ouns OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
•
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
laiw1s2Y Ads
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd RUA,
60% Discount 3r1 Runt
4.41 J Aa Mal Ari Melo4 Arty Praeod)
$200 per column inch extra tat _
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adt
30C per word. $600 minimum
lit cloy.6c per word per day for
reach additional consecutive
day $2.00 extra tor Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Stlopping Guide) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNC E MINIS

Go

90

370

yard Safe $7.50 Prepaid 390
A $2 IX)I.. will ba required to maxi) 400
any changes to od offer doodle*. 550

ic

280
265
,30C
30
32C
330
340
360

FARMERS MARKET
Porm-i Eqopmeni
uvestock & Stit)Oi es
Poulfrv & Suocees
Procs..ce
Feed & Seed

010

010

060
070
090

:Kra Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
tn Memory
& FoJna

020
025
030
040
050

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
MO
Domestic a Crucicor•
230
SitL.iohon Wonted
250
Business Opporrunity'- 290
instr uction
530
REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Moult° Homes for Peril
ivioDile Hoene lOrl (0( Qom?
Suanau Rentals
Wont To Pony
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Pen?
Houses For Pent
or Pen? or Lease

SERVICES

490
495
500

510
5?0

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALTAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR 1996 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1996; SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS 132.284
PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE
PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED
FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0167
LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF
ACTIVE PENSIONERS, CITY OF MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION
FUND:SETTING A DATE ON WHICH AD
VALOREM TAXES WILL BECOME DELINQUENT: PROVIDING FOR PENALTY
AND INTEREST FOR DELINQUENT
PAYMENT AND PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT TAX LIST.

AN ORDINANCE LEVYINO AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR $996 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY- OF MUR-

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.2902 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation ofreal property, including franchise real property, in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, subject to taxation for operation
r if the City of Murray General Fund.
SECTION 2. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.3093 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of tangible personal property,
including franchise tangible personal property, in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
subject to taxation for operation of the City
of Murray General Fund.
SECTION 3. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.0167 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of property, including franchises,
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to
taxation for funding of active pensioners,
City of Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.

SECTION 4. An interest rate of 6% per
annum shall be imposed on all unpaid
property tax bills as ofJanuary 1,1997 with
unpaid property tax bills continuing to bear
this interest rate until date of payment.

RAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1996: SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS
132.285; SAID SPECIAL TAX LEVY BEING AUTHORIZED BY KRS 78.520 (3) C
AND PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY TO UNDERWRITE THE UNFUNDED LIABILITY OF
TRANSFERRING POLICE AND FIRE
PERSONNEL TO CERS HAZARDOUS
DUTY RETIREMENT.
WHEREAS, the Murray City Council
adopted Ordinance No. 88-894 on July
28, 1988 authorizing, pursuant to KRS
78.510 through 78.852, that police and
fire personnel be transferred to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement; and
WHEREAS, pursuant ta KRS 78.530(3)
C, the City of Murray is authorized to
levy a special ad valorem tax to underwrite the unfunded liability of this
transfer;

NOW,THEREFORE,BE IT RESOLVED'
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.0263 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of all property, including franchises, in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
subject to taxation to underwrite the CERS
Unfunded Liability of transferring police
and fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty
Retirement.
SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in
full force and effect from and after its

SECTION 6. The City Clerk/Tax Collector may publish according to law,on or about
April 1, 1997, a list of delinquent property
tax statements, and in addition to penalties
and interest hereto imposed, a $3.00 publication charge, per publication, shall be
added to each published property tax
statement.

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall be in
full force and effect from and after its
adoption and publication as required by law.
Introduced to the Murray City Council on
the 12 day of September, 1996.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
26 day of September, 1996.

CANCER
INSURANCE'
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
Son call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•free local claim service'
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 733-6981
ENJOY a massage and re
'wove pain, release stress
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a 10P
753-3801
Housecalls
Available'
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Ufehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing. $1 00 Buys mons,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
REWARD' Taken from
house under construction
at 1804 Concord Dr in
Southwest Villa Makita
skill saw, Echo weedeater
& many assorted hand
tools 753 5344, Jo
Rickman

cct

A-5

Fall `'. 1.5

Spectacular
Week

Introduced to the Murray City Council on
the 12 day of September, 1996.

Clieck our ad in tht
Ledger & Times foi
details or call

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
26 day of September, 1996.

Fringe Benefits

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

Ordinance 96-1087
An ordinance pursuant to KRS 81/e412
annexing certain property located on Bailey
Road and known as Cambridge Subdivision,
unit III, and owned by Gene Steely, Sam
Underwood and Paul Welch.
Adopted by the Murray City Council September 26, 1996.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Ordinance 96-1088
An ordinance closing a proposed road in the
city's industrial park in accordance with
KRS 82.405 2 (a) (b) and (c).
Adopted by the Murray City Council September 26, 1996.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

a PART time, full times
$10 25/hr answer phones
aty area Flexible hours
No experience necessary
Call now 209 933 6227
CASHIER 7am noon,
Mon-Fri Good pay & working conditions Can assist
with daycare Apply in person at Ky Lake Oil Co,
South 4th St, Murray KY
No phone calls please
COUNTER help, apply in
person 1411 Main St,
Copy Plus
DAY shift help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753-2334
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing and finishing
Must be reliable 436-2766

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products
at home. No experience. INFO 1-504-6461700 DEPT. KY-2921

DOMINO'S Pizza now hir
ing all shifts day & night
Indoor personnel & delivery
drivers Delrvery must be
18yrs of age proof of insur
ance & good driving record
Apply in person at 117S
12th St, Murray
Full Time

Checker Needed
Experienced preferred but not necessary. Apply to P.O.
Box 1040-0, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
FULL time/ immediate
opening
Machine
operator/ production
worker Driving & lifting required Mechanical aptitude and willingness to
work hard a MUST Apply in
person, Automated Direct
Mail, 312 Main St, Murray,
KY
NEED dependable auto
body man in Murray.
767-9449 days, 437-4393
nights
PART time shoppers
needed for city stores
$10 25/hr plus free products.Call
now
209-933-6224

Compute!.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Parent Advisor Starting
Date Part time position to
begin October 15. 1996
Qualifications Must be the
parent of a child with disabilities Must have expenonce with early intervention
and family support services Experience in wile
borabon with professionals
is desired Responsibilities
Qualified pail time applicant will advise and assist
with a university based regional technical assistance
grant Some travel required Application Deadline October 4, 1996 TO
APPLY Send letter of application, resume, and
three letters of recommendation to Department of
Special Education, Murray
State University, P 0 Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity
WF/D. AA employer

IBM, 486, Internet ready
with Citizen color printer,
$895 obo If interested
please call, 759 4062

Adopted by the Murray City Council'
September 26, 1996.

Wm. N. Cherry

Wiggins Furniture
(See; li)ss

Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
•

OM OM

JIM Knight
Sales & Installation T Tiod, Rd Mu"aV
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knighis
r
Hwy 641 - 1/2 Miles South of Murray to Il
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
Halt v`v

753-7728

HALEY'S
Ug19Puck
CYA Rental and Sales
Cars Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
under age 65 and qualify for
due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
If you are
MEDICARE

HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning.
References Ph Valerie,
436-5914

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring dishwashers Apply
in person, Mon-Fn, 2-6pm

McConnell
Insurance Agency

I Will sit with the elderly
Call 753-4590 for
information

WEEKENDS, days &
nights Apply in person at
Breely's, 641 N, Hardin

LITTLE Angels Child Care
has 3 openings, 6am-5pm
Mon Fn, some Saturdays
Hwy 280, dose to East
Elementary Certified
753 2643

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

WILL clean houses Reasonable rates. references
437-4064

The Murray Independent School District is
accepting applications for the positions of Custodial Worker and Substitute Custodians.

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

WILL do housecleaning
Available Mon Thurs Call
753 4538

Rit.tples: Phone SIMI M.

Requirements for the Custodial Worker position

are as follows:
•Must have basic knowledge of custodial skills

WILL do light housekeeping 436-2510

and/or housekeeping. Requires operating
equipment such as vacuum cleaners, floor
buffers, etc.

VIDEO store, over 1500
tapes lover 200 new releases). popcorn maker,
25 console TV. VCR, AST
computer with printer Also
Sun Salon tanning bed All
for $21,000 obo Inquire at
1410 Glendale or call
753-7240

BENEFITS: Group Medical Insurance Plan; Retirement Plan After One-Year Employment; Paid
Holidays; Annual Leave and Sick Leave

Applications will be accepted until noon. October
7, 1996.

Itlicrr Quota% 0
Mention flii

1(1. 'r,". (''II

Must be able to lift, climb ladders, work as a
team member with other custodians, assist in
snow removal during inclement weather, work
well with faculty, staff and children.

Business
Opportunity

Abet Si, 9 U In. It' 6 p in
Free Delis cry and Financing .%tailable

IV+

•Must have a High School' Diploma Or
equivalent.
Hours are from 3:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, with occasion4 overtime and
weekend work. This is a ten month position from
August to May each year.
Substitute Custodians must have basic custodial
and/or housekeeping experience and be willing to
report to work on short notice. This position would
be on an as needed basis. Ideal for Senior Citizens
wanting to earn a little extra money.

120

486 COMPUTER, 8MB
RAM, 420 MB Hard Drive,
CD ROM, speakers. Win
dows 95, 3,4 and 5'4
floppy drives. Several
hundred disks of software,
$850 Call 753 4935

The Housing Authority of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

thc

•

_ is

I,

•

•I •

„

• )•

Both positions are paid by the hour and pay is
received once a month.
Interested applicants may pick up applications
at the Murray Board of Education office located at
208 South Thirteenth Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

Equal Opportunity Employer

USED computers. bought
and sold 767-0858
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WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience

Compute!.

Open

------

Doing it right the first time costs
lees than doing It over.
First quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

FULL time position for
companion/ aide to live-in
and care tor elderly lady
Room, board and salary
included Call 753-5964 for
appointment

SALES/ cashier position
available at Bnght's of Murray Apply 110 So 5th St.

753-1566

INN
MI MN MIOM

11i_a
gLb
RPET & FM/ OR COVERING

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

PRINTING/ customer service, full time position in
commercial printing Excellent interpersonal relationship skills and references
required Experience with
sheet-fed printing/ desk top
publishing a definite asset
Printing Services & Supplies, 102 N 4th St, Murray,
KY 42071 753-5397

Application form and description of job duties and
requirements may be obtained at the Housing
Authority office located in 716 Nash Drive,
Murray, Kentucky.

11. 641 N. - Across 1111111
NIunirtrial liardens

IMIN

* 767
-0508 *
* 208 S. 12th • Murray *
emi
---mi
NoNOM
OM ME

CAROL'S Custom Cleaning Home and office services. Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call,
753-9351 ask for Carol

POSITION OFFERED
HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY
TITLE: MAINTENANCE AIDE B

Bedding

MIR

by Mrs Anne
Tells Past, Present and Future mil
mmt Advice On All Affairs Of Life. Elm
om Palm
& Taiat Card Reading Also Available...

Domestic
Chtideare

PAY SCALE: $8.80 Per Hour - 40 Hours Per
Week (Overtime, when required, at 1 '/2 Normal
Rate)

1.orlAitor

20-30 ACRES wooded
land prefer Calloway Co
or close surrounding area
502 759 1969

PSYCHIC READINGS

070

753-7567

SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

1=1MIN
IMO NM

t••

Sotto.

Notice

is advance!

Phone: 753-6910

I 'I

020

• Dor:Winos are 2 days

120

100

020

Mon.-RI. 730 osn.-5 p.m.
Sakedcry Closed

Public Sae
For Tfocte
Flee Colum,Wanton

WANTED Someone to
sew and applique' Apply in
person, 308 Main St,
Murray

Telephone Sales & Service

CLASSIFIED

OFFICE HOURS:

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
StiC
5.70

WANTED Female 40
years of age or older to care
for infant in our home 2 3
days per week Please call
435-4635

PART time help, 20- 30/tins
per week Flexible schedule Work entails miscellaneous odd lobs Excellent
pay & working conditions
Apply in person at Ky Lake
Oil Co, South 4th St, Murray, KY No phone calks
please

Summary prepared by Wm Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Properv
Foi Sae
For Spie
For So e

wooed

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: JO Crass, City Clerk

Ordinance 96-1086
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract of
land located- at 201 Walnut Street from R-5
( Multi-Family Residential) to B-3 (Central
Business).

Lake
Lois
Forms
Homes

STOP! Call now(' Leading
window company in Murray
has immediate openings
for salespeople We have
lots of good quality leads for
the local area Top pay
45-75K or more per year.
plus 401K, insurance, and
a great bonus program All
you have to do is call!'
1-502-753-9715 Ask for Al
Davis, 8am 10am, M-F

Phone Jacks Installed •
$35."
Ea. Additional Jack
Val:1AV' sates lk service
&

4.35
440
450
460

Hob

P J Brennans Prime Rib
House now taking applica
Dons for servers cooks &
dishwashers Apply in person, between 10am & 6pm
Location, Hwy 121 N, Murray Ph 753-4864

759-1874

Advertisers are requedad to
chock Oho eat boor/ton al
thek ads tor any arm Murray
Lodger
Awn voll be rePtAl (STAR SALES
sponsible tor only one Incor270. Mobile Homes lot Soo rect Inseam My WPM
365
For Sale cx Lease should be repotted Snmedl420
Home Loons defy so conecliests can be
430
Peat Estate mods.

060

Help
Wanted

adoption and publication as required by law.

SECTION 5.,A 10% penalty shall be
imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
December 1, 1996 which shall be in addition
to the actual amount or ad valorem tax.

060
Notice

ORDINANCE 96-1085

WHEREAS,PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL
44, A PUBLIC HEARING WAS
HELD BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON SEPTEMBER 12,
1996 WITH RESPECT TO , THE
ADOPTION OF AN AD VALOREM
TAX RATE ON REAL PROPERTY
AND PRIOR THERETO WAS ADVERTISED ACCORDING TO LAW:

170
)80
195
203
210
220
240
260
380

Motorcycles
Auto Sense es
Auto Parrs
used Cots
Voris
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

020

ORDINANCE 96 - 1084
OREM

leo
les

TRANSPORTATION

470
aeo

MERCHANDISE
Cornpotfos
For Sale or Trade
Wont To Bay
Articles lot Sale
Apisiionc es
Hoene Furnrshings
Annaues
vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocrlines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscol
Miscellaneous
I V & POC1i0
PI3t5 & SkADIali9$

120
130
140
150
155

insurone•
Exterminating
Business Services
Hlianng & Cooing
Services °Newt

Legal
Node.

Legal

ADIUMIFILI3

CALL 753-1916

010

tiotic•

ANT
cole
or ni
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192eve
CAS
Oirx
CAS
Mies
Iola
Goo
Mumr

2 Y
tress
chest
cob,
COIl
bed.
10-if
DEEP
CIAL
Bloc
Stem
feed
Enet
Dist
759DINI
slee
dryer,
Pleas
E AS
cake
plus
Brook
6393
ELEC

54paint,
FOR
ments
sell al
bred
bers
dated
plOC43
sold
tors
48921
JACU
Seats
condi
LIKE
$350
banal
ter 4p
LONG
cover,
MOR
4 30p
NO P
until A
intere
Cadet
tors
lndusty
RANG
Anbqu
anbqui
shop
753-0
SEE is
metal
Cover'
colors
Supply
STRA
bale
answer

A
Fullselfpen
ben
paid
gas

IJ
ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections 753 9433 day
O( night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Cal Larry Eluns
492-8646 days. 753-1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753 7185
CASH pod for good, used
nfies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
ISO
Articles
For Sale

Melia
Hoene Per lere

TOO much to lens Cars
1965 LASER I4x70 at.2
trucks, hi -performance baths central Na
located
Chevy engine parts house- between Murray & Aleyfield
hold awns rep** a hal on Calloway County
line
supplies Sunnaru Radial road, east 2'4 miles
ReBoa, book a more Cal Rick duced from $12,000
to
753-3619 after 5pm
$10,000 karst be moved
USED furniture & ap- 753-6000
pliances Washer dryers
1907, 16x72 BELMONT, 2
ref ranges ex cond TV's
bedroom. 2 bath with upWood chairs chest dress
graded mauve carpet and
ers, desk lamps student entertainment
center
desk George Hodge 806 ONLY $22900
including air
Coldwater Rd
conditioner and underpin
rung Norttigate Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
502-527-1362
'^

BROY HILL sofa, good con2 YOUTH beds with matdition, $75 Moving boxes,
tresses Twin bed with
assorted sizes 759-5795
chest folding high char,
cnb mattress 759-5958
HARDROCK maple bed,
chest 8 might stand Like
COMMERCIAL tanning
new mimosa & springs In
bed, 44 bulb stand up unitgood condition
Call
10-15 sessions 489 2116.
492-8235
DEER HUNTER'S SPEMOVING Furniture and
CIAL Deer Chow Deer
more Call 492-8563
Blocks, Deer Co Cain,
Stump Likker, automatic
1'0
feeders etc!! Come see full
Yam.
line at Farmers Farmacy,
Chews
Dixieland Center
759 2248
KIRBY vacuum. Legend II
DINING room table, $120 753-8016
sleeper/ sofa washer/
dryer bookcase and more
Spoils
Please call Karin 767-0951
Equipoise
EASY Cholesterol-Free
cake recipe Rush $300 BHB Firearms has moved
plus SASE to SE, 310 to town, 767 9744 Pistols,
Brooks St, Doniphan, MO nfles. shotguns, hunting
supplies
63935

1997 BELMONT 16x80, 1
bedroom 2 bath blue decor with central air a skirtwig for only $24900 North
gate Mobile Homes 88
Mein St Benton KY Ph
502-527-1362

alb

Lib

Used
Cars

Per 111*
OFFICE space for lois*
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621

MURRAY Emmen
at $18,000 Great
for now & the
502 4 35 4
904-673-0040

Strang
location
future
48 7

SPACE marimbas en Unrver
say Square Central gas
heat skylight Open space
for retail plus office and
Fwits
storage Also ideal tor proFar Ole
fessional office See L
Loretta at Century 21
Approx Bloc
20/AC
753 1492
cropland 21Ac Pine tees,
1S/ac wooded Excellent
3/.0
building spots, good road
frontage. $40,000
435-4537
1BR low utilities, reference
• deposit required No
pets $225/mo 753-3949

ACREAGE IA to 275A
Cokhvats area, owner h
nanang 502 759-4713

1 OR 2br opts near downtown Murray 753-4109

QUALITY homes, priced
right, 2 Extra nice 3br, 24
bath homes extra ter9e
iutchen, master sues, lamer direng walk in closets
Timberline roof. fireplace
Ike
marble baths 3 car
garage Call 753 3803

Illelerepctes
1967, 350 WARRIOF1. very
fast 753-7331
1903 YAMAHA 1100 Sha
dow blue
black, 13xxx
mires Sharpl Can be seen
at R
G Exhaust, $6500
obo 753-7240 753-0769

Sireitee
altered

1990 BMW 525i votes GA
cellent condaton loaded
$15400 753-7357
1990 TAURUS GI. 6 way
power seas pAv loaded
$2400 7s3 3822

A a A Lawn Care mooing
hauling. UN trimming
Fro. Estimates Mark
Lamb 4365791

BACKHOE Service ROY
Hi LI Sepoc system driveways hauing, Soundelions.
etc 758-4664

AFFORDABLE quality
Welding youll be proud of
1991 TEMPO GL, 4dr, Additions, remodeling, cup
white cruise lit, pita, very torn woodwork rooting
nice car, 110xxx males, vinyl twang, decks perches fences and homeas
$3600 753 7030
pair Free Estimates
1991 TOYOTA Camry.
767 9268
auto pi prai very good
oondibon 382 2305 after ALL around hauling, punk
clean up cleaning out
59/T1
sheds gutters tree wort
1992 CHEVY Lumina 4dr,
Free estimates Joe Lamb
a/c, $6700 Cal 759-565a 436-2867
'79 LINCOLN Town Car,
black absolute luxury, ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
toundaeons, slabs, sidew229xxx miles and still pun
ring $1500 obo 436 2603 alks, driveways. buildings,
remodeling repairs, AGC
'84 GRANO Marquis WI certified 489-2214
power 73xxx miles excel
ANTIQUE refinishing furlent condition $3200
niture repair 8 custom
753-5463
woodworking 753-8056
93 BONNEVILLE SE
loaded low miles, extra APPLIANCE REPAIRS
sharp! Must sell 759-3049, Factory trained by 3 motor
manufacturers All work
753 0509 after 5 30
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
19S
Works, 753 2455
Yam
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1993 DODGE Caravan SE, Kenmore, Westinghotiae,
loaded, exceptionally Whirlpool 30+ years asBOBBY
clean
After 5pm, pen en ce
HOPPER, 436411411._
436-2669

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic lank
rataltallon, repair replace
men( 756-1515
BOBS Plumbng Service
Al work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
BUSH HOGGING. dime
ways graded, gardens arid
awns rote shed Nora 60
inch roto-eller does a terrific
rob Call Joneey 437 4030

NEW fisting Approximately
70 acres quietly located
BUSHHOGGING, box
lust off Hwy 94 East, lust
2BR duplex en Puryear
blade, Iron( end loader, 52"
past Browns Market on
Stove refrig. storage
tiler for garden
yards
Hico Rd Priced at $72 711
Available Oct lit or before
Landscaping, yards
this listing features, 30
$350/rno
deposit required
mowed a weed sated.
3BR. 14 bath mobile
acres ml of beautiful rolling 1995 YAMAHA YZF 600
No pets 901-782 3495
Snow removal, tree estihome on good lot Wilson
pasture with some fencing
blue."purple, 3800 miles
mates Call Gory 753-0912
Realty, 753-5086
28R duplex 2 blocks from small pond smart livestock Stock and Vance Hines
ce Pop 492-8530
MSU
pole
No
barn
pets
and
lease remany vanet
pipes, $5400 obo
'96 ATLANTIC mobile
(lured $300/mo, stove di ies of trust trees Contact 767-9217
CARPET CLEANING SPE
home Loaded, 3 bedroom
Rich at Kopperud Realty
CIAL, $2500 a standard
2 bath. arn/tm cass radio ref furnished 753 5421 af
753-1222 for additional in
size room FREE scotchbuilt-in, all wood cabinets ter 5pm
formation
guard /1 deodorizer
on
and bled trim Real nice
FURNISHED efficiency
MLS113000763
436 2654
753-1186
apartment for rent Furnished lakefront, Cypress
1984 CHRYSLER 5th Ave
a-1997 BELMONT, 16x80,
3 bedroom, 2 bath with area, $395/mo. utilities Ind
CLEANING yards, barns
$500 Down, $150 per mo
Nome
4365099
Island in kitchen, including
Bankruptcy. Bad Credit or
Sheds, attics, garages
Fetus
No Credit Most Quality
central air and underpin- EXTRA nice duplex, 2br. 1
Hauling Free estimates
ning for ONLY $25,900
take Lamb. 436 5950
bath washer, dryer, dis- 1300S0 ft house 2430 Williams Used Cars. Hazel
KY 492-8898
See at Northgate Mobile hwasher Central h/a, deck, shop on 2 7 acres adioin
Homes Benton KY Ph garage No pets Lease & mg 4 lane on Van Cleave
51)0
1961
FORD Falcon, restor
Rd, $45,000 753-4525
502-527 1362
deposit required
Used
able, $650 436-2088 leave
753-5719
2BR 1 bath on 14 shaded message
Moho
BIG SELECTION of USED
HOMES from $599500 to HILLDALE Apts now taking acre in Southwest school
1991 CHEVY 1500 Sport
ELECTRIC treadmill. $125 FLEXSTEP stairmaster, re- $19 900 00 Come to Gate
applications for 1.2, & 3br district 2 Storage bldg with
Silverado
V-6, 5sp 58xxx
FOR SALE
54 daw foot tub, needs tail $300, sell for $95 The way Mobile Homes on Ben- apts Handicap accessible electric 759-1998
miles, $9000 obo
Body Shop total body, re- ton, KY and pick out
paint $100 759-1799
Apply
at
Hilldale Apts office 2YR old home 4 miles from
the
1987 Acura
435-4414 leave message
48I $200. sell for $95 Call home best suited
for your Monday Friday, 7 30-3 30 town 3br, 2 lull baths, 2
Legend
V6L
car
FORMER Precious Mo- 753-6068
1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
needs
Equal Housing Opportun- garage Large lot and lots
of
All power sunroof, tinted
ments Club Member, must
5op, a/c. 60xxx
3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car garage just off of
tivb,
ity
437-41
13
TDD extras 753-4761
sell all collection Some re- GUNS, buy, sell. trade
scndows leather interior
CLOSE-OUT SALE 'N'
great Ores Excellent condi1 800 545 1833 X287
Coles
Campground Rd.
CD
bred pieces, some Mem 436-5650
player
SAVE THOUSANDS!
tion, $6900 753 5740
3BR, 2'/i bath brick, family
bars Only pieces some SKI MACHINE Call after 6, Huge discounts on all 1996
$4,600
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- room,
Call 502-753-5315
large kitchen, dining
'88 DODGE Dakota, new
Avg Retail $7,300
models New 1997s arrivdated pieces Apprx 45 759-9839
land Weedy Village, lbr room &
utility room 2 Car
From 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Ask For Tripp
transmission, new tires,
ing! If you're bred of renting
piece collection must be
Loan Value $5,41x)
apartment, utilities in- garage
with from 1 to 30
V 6 Very good truck
sold Only serious collec- SOLOFLEX for sale Make or pushy salespeople. Ex •
753-9267
cluded, rent based on in- acres with stable
& tobacco
$3000 obo 759-1039 after
tors please!! Call Beth at offer! Call 753 6348 after periencing some Credit come 62 & older, or handi- barn,
north of Murray
5pm
&Pm
489-2065
problems Wanting that cap & disabled Equal 489-2999
1978 CHEYENNE Blazer
speoal home with affordHousing Opportunity
CHEVY 4 wheel drive,
JACUZZI brand hot tub
210
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older 4x4, 400 small block, rebuilt
able monthly payments
502 354 8888
$1,000 obo 492 8444
Seats 4 people excellent
bock home with garage & trans, $2500 753 8988 or
Needing a low down paycondition 492 8264 nights
Fireweed
ment, crh&a, appliances. LUXURY apt for rent Large fireplace. $90's Coleman 753-7925
510
2br, 2 bath on Hwy 68, RE 753-9898
delrvered & set up Call or
1982
AMC
LIKE new washer & dryer, A-FIREWOOD for sale
Eagle
station
between
Jonathan
Creek
with this 2x2
come by- Best Home CenCampers
4BR, 3 bath brick. base- wagon, awed, has new tires,
$350 Like new bog sec- 437-4667
ter, 211 W Main St. Cam- and Aurora Close to lake
$1200
consi
ment,
stenc
obo
tional couch, $800 Call af436-578
17
y
ad
7
acres,
In classifieds
Call 474-2774 or 35.4-8824
shop &
DEER hunters special, 15f1
den,TN
38320
garage, barn New Proviter 4pm 759-5618
camper, sleeps 4. stove.
901-584-2009. Mention
MUR CAL Apartments now dence, 8yr old 492-8841 1984 MAZDA RX7. new
every day for a month - including
frig & ac All gas
engine, 55xxx miles, excelthis ad & we'll make your accepting applications for
LONGBED Mazda camper
after 6 30pm
901-498 8904
lent condition
Shopper for only $195.
1st house payment for you!! 1, 2 and 3br apartments
cover, $125 753-7287
Call
4BR. 2 bath brick, utility 247-4720
Apply
UPRIGH
in
T
person
piano,
at
$100
902
JUST
ARRIVED, '97,
MORTAR mixer Call after
room, central h/a, with ap- 1986
753-2793
OLDS low price Call
16x80 Southndge at low, Northwood Dr No phone
4 30pm. 753-6542
pliances 1850sq ft living after
For Details
low prices, 2 ic choose calls please Equal Hous3pm, 4.36-6066
space,
2
car
garage
ing
NO Payment, No Interest
with
Opportun
2dn
ity
from, beige or burgundy
paved driveway Bedrooms
until Apnl 1, 1997 Or low
carpet, beautiful decor, for VERY nice 2br, 2 bath
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
du- large with walk in closets &
interest rates on all Cub
alecellenesss
ONLY $22.900 See at plex with garage
stump removal, tree spray1987
PONTIA
C
1000,
air,
Aplarge living room Fenced
Cadet lawn & garden tracLakeland Quality Homes, pliances furnishe
d, w/d patio, nicely landscaped, auto,63xxx mi $450 Down, ing, hedge trimming, landtors Lambs Small Engine, RAINBOW vacuums New, 641
Benton.
N,
KY
Ph
$209 per mo Bankruptcy, scaping. mulch hauling &
hookup,
central gas h/a, large lot Kept very nice
rebuilt, repossessed Also
Industrial Rd 753-2925
mulch spreading, gutter
Bad Credit or No Credit
$525/mo. 1 yr lease, 1 753 0509 after 5 30
many used vacs Call 502-527-5253
cleaning licensed & inMost
RANCHERO GT excellent 759-2454
Qualify
month
deposit
Williams
No
pets
- It ttiji
LARGE selection of 1996
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 1 bath Used Cars, Hazel, KY
sured Full line of equipAntique won bed frame oak
753-2905, 753-7536
models at discounted
brick Well maintained on 492-8898
ment, Free estimates Tim
antique rocker Carpenter
prices!!! Your housing
270
dead end road in town
Lamb
shop
equipment
436-5744,
leader Dinkins Mobile
Mobile
1989
BONNEVILLE, 1400-548-5262.
Large lot, double carport,
753-0790
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E
Hesse For $ale
loaded
extra nice
$89,500 753-5482
Pans, TN 1-800 642-4891
A-1 Tree professionals
753-5159
SEE us for your barn or roof 1977, 14)65, NEEDS
3 bedroom, 2 bath on 2Yi acres at 1608
work
COLONIAL charm on
Stump removal, tree spraymetal Cut to length
and must be moved, LAST 1996 Clayton, 16x80.
1989 JEEP Cherokee 4dr, ing,
Hermitage Dr. in city of Murray, KY.
beautiful
serving
2BR.
Cover's 36 inches, many $3,000 No furniture
Olive
Blvd.
2
bath, central h/a,
Murray, Gallonew 2wd, 6cyl,
or ap- will take $23,900 and in
40 liter. HD tow
MSU
way
3,100
sq. ft. living area $200,000.
campus
County since 1980
colors Economy Metal & pliances
applsances furnished Also
Home fea767-0653 after elude central air and under
ag pkg 436-2545 after
tures
Free
2
3br
5br,
Supply Co 489-2722
estimate
4
duplex
baths
s
&
over
437
Coleman
3044
RE
4pm
pinning Gateway Mobile
5pm and weekends
753-3241
3300sq ft of living area
or 492-8737
753-9898
STRAW for sale $1 75 per 1986 ATLANTIC, 14x52, Homes, Benton KY Ph
Reduced
for
quick
sale.
502-527-1427
2BR, gas heat, carport, w/d $149,950
bale Ph 489-2436 if no E-5 Coach Estates, $7000
. Kopperud Reanswer leave message
753-4153
MANY used homes, priced hookup No pets, $345/mo alty,
753-1222
to SELL!! Dinkins Mobile 753-6931
MLS13000752.
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E, 4BR, central h/a, dose
to CUSTOM 14 story brick
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
University Available 10/1
home for sale on extra large
753-9235 after 5pm
SALE on '96 models, 2. 3
lot, 3305sq ft 4BR, 3 full
Advertising Sales Representative
4 bedrooms, singles & doubaths, tray and vaulted ceilings, interior columns,
bles, starting at $21,500
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
this week only. Buy buy
hardwood floors in dining
self-motivated individual. Must have a deFor Rent
now and SAVE, they won't
room & entry, deck, abunpendable means of transportation. Excellent
Or Lean
last long at these prices
dant storage areas firebenefits include health and dental insurance,
Lakeland Quality Homes, CREEKV
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
IEW Self storage place wigas logs Coles
641 N, Benton, KY Ph
warehouses on Center Campground Rd By appt
gas allowance.
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
502-527-5253
759 3163
Drive behind Shoney's
send or drop oft resume to:
SAVE $2000111 Was $20 $40/mo 759-4081
FIRST time on the market
Murray Ledger 8. Times
$36,900, Now $34,900
3BR. 2 bath, kitchen with
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
1996 Carriage, 2848 with
355
lots of cabinets & built in
Formal Wear „ ,.
front kitchen & green decor
For Sale
desk & dining area Extra
erd
bltv S '),
and Limousine lt.aUPtel
Price includes central air
tit5
Or Lame
large family room with fireJR,r.‘
kJ g
•so....4`
.t..,
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
Gateway Mobile Homes,
place & gas logs Sunroom
LARGE
tobacco
barn
for opening to deck
Benton,
7 Days Per Week
KY
Ph
ceiling
sale or rent Coldwater
Over 20 Years In Business
502-527-1427
fans, landscaped & extra
489 2116 leave message
It,
753-9224
SERVICES AVAILABLE
lot New natural gas heat &
SPECIAL PRICE on '97,
* Rentals begin at $29.99
air Call 753 5121
16x72 Southndge, 2 bed
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
room & 2 baths, upgrade
JUST completed 3br, 2
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson
370
carpet, white cabinets, dis
bath home 6 miles north of
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding
Livestock
hwasher & glamour bath for
Murray Master bedroom
Court Square West
304 Main Street
&
&praise
only $23,400 Lakeland
has double French doors
Paris, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
Quality Homes, Benton. 4 PUREBRED Limousin Master bath has tiled whirl(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
KY. Ph 502-527-5253
Located Behind Shoney's
bulls, 16-19mos old Cal pool tub Living room has
Weddings, Proms and Banquets
French door, plus gas log
436-5416
On Duiguid Drive
fireplace Dining room has
PUREBR
ED Arabian mare bay windows also separate
Mobile
Clearing
'
'
Beautiful bay, well trained, breakfast nook, 36h
Name For Rent
front
Vinyl Wag • Homes • Mobiie Homes •
Boats • Bndi Driveways
spirited 767-9868
porch & double garage
• Prising Lob • AI Exterbr Cleaning • Acid Claanna Avagabie
,Aligrisigent & Complete Brake SOPICe,
28R, no pets Must have
Many more extras you'll
Struts out Shocks ear.
David
Borders
references 753-9866
Phone
rarely find in a home in this
Insured
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Edon foam Oweer
(502)759-4734
once
range
Low
90's
Call
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric
Completely Mobile
Murray, KY 42071 700-400
Cellular (502)8511106
(502) 753-1351
753-2592
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209
DOG obedience classes o
NEW, 2 story, 4br. 2'4
ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Disl-A-Service is.handy dip-out
private Serving Murray 14 baths Open foyer, colYour Source For Metal Roofing &
300
section running each Monday in
years 436-2858
umns, tile floors, etc, etc
'
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys,
Business
the classifieds You get a 21
City subdivision Ready to
All Types of Refuse Service
Rentals
display ad, regularly priced at
and Insulation for Metal Buildings
sell 759 2571, 435-4013,
512.00, for
435-4040
Butterworth Rd. (}ley 299)
Office: (502) 489-2722
DOWNTOWN upstairs of
1-800-585-6033
Murray, KY 42071
Home: (502) 489-2724
lice space on Court
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Square Rent $95 Includes
Haley, state certified
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
utilities 753-1266
Three BR, two bath
759-4218
41460.0
New rate effective April 1, 1995
Carpet • Upholstery
.10
NORTHWOOD Storage
home
in
KOPPER
Gatesbor
UD
Realty
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
has
1
(800)
642-77
40
presently has units avail
511"*ILS
buyers waiting to purchase
Dial the 900 minter Isrst Man you
able
753 2905 or
ough. Large lot, prihomes all price ranges If
heat a recorded message anler the
753-7536
Jim Caylor
you are thinking of selling
vacy fence, screened
Accecs Code 85
Ronnie England
Terry Walter - Broker/Owner
contact one of our oouras
patio, new roof in '95.
ous and professional
New
commerical
BUS.: (502) 753-1651 414 S. 12th Street
agents at 753 1222 or stop
Offered at a reduced
building for rem.
1-800-455-1651
Murray, KY 42071
by office at 711 Main St
Lou V. McGary
price until Oct. 7.
Available October
WANT to buy Small lake
Doer Your Policy Pay 100%
Anna Requarth
Jean Bird
1. Office - 1,300 sf,
Serious inquires
house or land wAvell & utili
of Ike Deductibles?
Walter
Joan
Bonnie Chambers
central heat and air,
ties 502-759-1969
only,
please
Bob
Caroly
Rodger
n Hicks
s
MEDI
CARE
carpet, two bathSUPP
LEME
NT
rooms. Warehouse
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Lets
- 3,700 sf - heated.
For Sale
Medicare does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
•Remodeling •Additions
Call Robert Swift
Part 13. Call me for more information.
3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
•Patios 'Siding
Day - 753-5976
ston Heights 500 feet from
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
Years Experience
20
city
limits
All underground
Night - 436-5862.
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
crty utilities 753 2339
Phone • 763-5592 • Glen Colson

Business On A Budget?

SAVE $173

Call 753-1916

For Sale

Dial-A-Service

DIMEDIATg
POSITION AVAILABIA

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL

•••••••••-•

753-1916

CAMP

* NOW OPEN *
AAA Mini
Storage

MURRAY

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

David's Cleaning Services

753-8359 or 759-9854
Attention
Classified Advertisers!

Ed's Wheel Alignment

Commercial Waste
Disposal

z

Tr

Only $6 A Week!

KTN CARPET CLEANING

Roberts

Ct

Realty

641 Storage
hailahlt Now

INSURANCE

4\5 • 4\10 • 5x10
10\20 • 10\25

753-6795

Call 753-5585 •

Colson Home Repairs
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CARPORTS for cars and
truant SP•Oal 61201 for
motor home. boots. RVs
awl etc Excellent MIMSbon. high quality ozonise'
value Roy HO 750-4664.

' t •

COMPLETE residential
oonstruction New homes,
add-ons. garages & remc.:1Ming Free estimates Call
753 Met
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & kinang Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 751 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll owner
502 492 61%
DAVID S Cleaning Ser
y1086 'Cleaning vinyl Ski
ing. homes mobile homes.
boats brick driveways.
parking lots all exterior
cleohing acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured Completely Mobile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 50285.3 1108

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne,
474 8621
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
KY 436 5560
LAMB Brother Home Im
provements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436 2269

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435 4358

CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

NEED a carpenter? Call
753 2627 We do all types
of construction Specialize
in houses, remodeling
decks porches, garages
concrete trim and other
odd lobs
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates
502 437 4545

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and sue our showroom
40a SUNBURY 1,41A-614Y laaturd Bunny Broad)

v4s.,..

1.1
•
•• •3•,"••.•

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting,
decks additions roofing,
20yrs experience free esU
males 753 2592

""'

4

WANTED Odd iobs Land
scaping mulching, hauling.
gutter cleaning, pruning,
tree removal, shrub trim
ming. etc For a free estimate call 753-9048 after
6pm Experienced

free f_stimates

LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Trtinening
20 Hr Service
Tree
stump Removal
Rem
.a,
Gutter Cleaning & Need & Operated
Mukh Hauling
155
(leanup Service
Landscaping
TIM LAMB
Ligh`Hauling Eir"
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
"Qti.iI it v
Tree Spraying
r v ice"
Equipment

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will

Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Offlte Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• 'Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 N. 4th Si (Neat to Laasiter Master) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SO( -I
RN WALL SYS I VMS, INC

Numminisul

,

ATTENTION

1Cooksey's Plumbing

Contractor or Home Builders

Licensed Master Plumber
Fre* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

gra

436-2667
10

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

SGA to sponsor lecture

bago) tribe, visited Wickliffe
Mounds and the Clara M. Eagle An
Gallery last March. In response to
the Mississippian village on the
banks of the Mississippi River,
Lowe created a public sculpture at
the Wickliffe site and several large
interior works at the gallery on the
campus of-MSU.
During his stay in Murray, Lowe

Commercial &
..411 Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

1

759-5251
517 South 64i Street

Murray, KY 42071

- 27 Years of Quality Seruice -

ilui

Custom Wood
Floors

Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Installation • Repair • Restoration
1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

Dan Gnssom

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooltrig Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

NEIL
*ma 'Sen.

:71% IT

A

AMIERIcAN
APO STANDARD

ra

.4 •
Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4099

Sullivan turns the tone of the
presentation around by bluntly confronting the behavior of individuals
in mixing sex and alcohol. By using
humor, he passes on information
about safer sex, HIV prevention, the
effect of gender roles and incorporating safety with enjoyment
Both Goldman and Sullivan
promote sexual responsibility-including HIV testing for sexually
active individuals-and deliver a
message that students need to become more educated and active on
the IIIV prevention issue.

Murr
pita! hi
$67,00C
Burton
applied
a majo
Reno
ris, Lir
Erwin a
of Calk
Mr.
Howard
tion Si
Church
Howard
of mus
after se
1960.
Birth
the Re
Sept. 1
Robert

Dr. Burl I. Naugle, associate
professor of geosciences at Murray
State University, has received a
$52,187 Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement (ILL) grant
from the National Science Foundation to improve undergraduate instruction in his deparunent,
Co-authors of the grant project
titled "Enhancement of Mapping
Sciences at Murray State University" are V. Lynn Shelby, senior
lecturer of geosciences, and Dr.
Haluk Cctin, associate professor of
geoscicnces.
The grant,along with a university
match, will be used to purchase
PowerPC computers, an IBM RS
6000 classroom server,color ink-jet
printer, and remote sensing and
Geographic Information System
(GIS) software to be housed at the

Mid-America Remote Sensing Center (MARC) classroom.
The undergraduate curriculum in
geosciences has been modified to
include more remote sensing, GIS
and computer mapping instruction.
The new equipment and software
will allow extensive hands-on training in these rapidly evolving disciplines.
Naugle, who joined the MSU
faculty in 1981, received his bachelor's and master's degrees from
Purdue University and his doctorate
from the University of Kentucky.
Shelby received her bachelor's and
master's degrees from MSU and
then joined the faculty in 1985.
Cetin, who joined the faculty in
1995, received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Hacettepe
University and his doctorate from
Purdue University.

TUESDAY,OCTOBER I, 1996
(For your personali/ed daily leant; Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. calF1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone,company will bill you
99
cents a minute.)
i-IAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE friend may want to date you.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
Know your worth and expect to be professional relationship become
s
compensated properly. Your person- personal when you discover
mutual
al life will enter a period of transi- interests. Go slow if this person
tion next month. Show more initia- offers to help you make
new busitive on the job. A leadership posi- ness connections.
tion that opens up early in 1997 has
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
your name written all over it! Someone's arguments could
make
Friendship could influence a profes- good sense. Their persistence
is
sional choice you make next spring. what irritates you! Remain
your
Practical matters will keep you too usual tactful self. You may be
able
busy to do much philosophizing. to rescue the relationship.
Travel whenever you can. PromoSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
tional activities will he an astound- Write down innovative
ideas before
ing success!
they are gone forever. Recycling an
CELEBRITIES BORN ON old project will lead to new
profits.
THIS DAY: actress Julie Andrews, Higher-ups will be impress
ed by
actor Walter Matthau. baseball great your ingenuity.
Rod Carew, actress Stella Stevens.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): 21): A business trip will be
highly
Local events prove exciting. A for- profitable, especially if
completed in
mer romantic partner still makes one day. A career
change or relocayour heart flutter. Don't fool your- tion holds strong appeal
now. Your
self; you could wind up involved mate or partner could
require an
again. Concentrating on work helps explanation. State your
case sucyou regain your footing.
cinctly.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Try not to be overly concerned if 19): A change you
have long concertain memories surface. Take a templated no longer
seems necessentimental journey into your past. sary. There may be
a less drastic
A parent could shed new light on an way to accomplish
your goals. Talkold puzzle.
ing with a counselor may help you
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): get at the root of your restless
ness.
Review . financial documents. An
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
investment opportunity suggested Someone who has
disappointed you
by a business associate could pay in the past wants to
get
off handsomely. Reward this indi- good graces. Meet back in your
this person
vidual in a tangible way. halfway. A new hobby adds some
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): A pizzazz to your leisure
hours. Invite
romantic relationship feels right. your mate to join you.
You ponder a long-term commitPISCES (Feb. I9-March
ment, perhaps even marriage. Disre- joke could boomerang, 20): A
causing
gard ads ice offered by well-mean- embarrassment. Make
amends.
ing friends or relatives.
Family members would like to
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A busi- something special this week. do
Visit
ness deal sounds better than it really an art gallery or attend
.1
dramati
c
is. You are wise to be cautious. Get performance together
. Love thrives
all the facts and figures you can on consideration. Be
thoughtful.
before making a commitment. A

where the concert was held.
Many in the audience of 135
were crying, and as Tim was
taken to his ambulance, "people
on the lawn started cheering and
saying 'Hold on Tiny Tim,- Pctrovato said.
Tim was taken to Franklin
Medical Center in nearby Greenfield, where he remained in the
intensive care unit Sunday night,
a nursing supervisor said.
The daylong concert and
exposition, which continued after
Tim's heart attack, benefited a
ukulele museum in western
Massachusetts.

Square will take place as planned
Sunday.
The 76-year-old pontiff has
been stricken three times since
December by what the Vatican
described as an intestinal ailment.
After he looked particularly
weak during a trip to Hungary
Sept. 6-7, the Vatican he was suffering from an inflamed appendix
and woald have surgery sometime after Oct. 6.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are hard working. practical and tenacio
us destined to go far in the profession of their choice. Forward
-looking and
.intuitive. these-Libras have a knack for predicting business
trends. Count on
them to stay at least one step ahead of the competition!
Although their methods iire sometimes unusual, these Libras always get the job
done: When it
comes to romance, these capable and decisive souls want
an equal partner
not a dependent. Their ideal mate will be highly intelligent.
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Vatican confirms Pope's
hospitalization next week
VATICAN CITY (AP)-Pope
John Paul II will enter the hospital next week for previously
announced surgery on his appendix, the Vatican said today.
All audiences with the pope
have been suspended starting Oct.
7 because of the hospitalization,
the Vatican said. It did not say if
he will enter the hospital that day
or the night before.
A beatification in St. Peer's

ctilf

No matter which party captures
making proper investment decisions
the White House this coming
now to protect retirement income.
November, all financial experts enBoston will explain all aspects of
courage us to invest wisely. In order
personal financial planning, investto assist people in investing, Murray
ing for safety income and capital
State University's office of comgrowth, IRA's and mutual funds.
munity education is sponsoring a
Course discussion will also cover
course designed to assist the baby
protection against risk, dealing with
boomer generation in planning for
a stockbroker and understanding the
retirement years.
stock exchange.
Investment Opportunities, a sixweek course, will be taught by Betty
Tuition is $40 per person, or
Boston, certified financial planner
married couples may sign up
in the Murray office of JJ.B. Hill- together at a reduced
fee of $70. To
iard and W.L. Lyons. The class will receive more
information or to
meet on Thursday evenings from 7 register for this
course, call the
to 9 p.m., beginning Oct. 10 and office of commun
ity education at
continuing through Nov. 14.
(502) 762-2160 locally, or toll-free
The course content will address at 1-800-669-7654.

after heart atttack
MONTAGUE, Mass. (AP) Tiny Tim was in serious but
stable condition after suffering a
heart attack on stage during a
ukulele concert.
The 64-year-old balladeer with
a falsetto voice and long black
hair was about to sing his first
tune at the Ukc Expo Saturday
night when he suddenly
collapsed.
"He just gets up on stage and
he introduces the band, and then
just out of nowhere ... he just
basically passed out. He fell
straight forward, rigftt on his
face," said John Petrovato, owner of the Montague Book Mill

TI-4E Pt
MONKE

SU to sponsor course
on wise investments

Naugle receives ILI
grant from foundation
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something predetermined in my
genetics. I got this because of the
choice I made regarding sex and
alcohol."

worked with public school students
ath, Lowe conveys these attributes
to help them understand the lives of
and history in a sculptural form
the village's ancient inhabitants and
from a contemporary artist's point of
to assist in the making of the public
view.
sculpture. He also headlined a symSperath's presentation will be
posium of scholars and experts on
part of a session called "Research in
contemporary Native American art
Southeastern Museums." Participatand culture. His visit was funded by
ing with Sperath will be four other
the National Endowment for the
panelists, all from university-based
Arts, the Kentucky Arts Council
museums.
and other sources.
Sperath has been director of
At the heart of Sperath's paper is
University Art Galleries at MSU
Lowe's ability to relate through his since 1990. -Prior
to that time, he
an the spirit of being an Indian. "In
was the curator of the Kentucky Art
Truman's abstract art there is a and Craft Gallery
in Louisville and
subtle telling of a synergy with an independent
curator and exhibinature," Sperath says,"as well as the tion and lighting design
consultant.
importance of symbols and mysFor more information concerning
tery, and a human history that the Southeast Museum
Conference
deserves to be experienced at a or Lowe's work,
call Sperath at
visceral level." According to Sper- (502) 762-673
4.

Liz Bailey Smith of Carterville, and cultural events at John A.Logan
Ill., has been selected to serve on the College.
Murray State University Alumni
"My dad teaches at MSU and my
Association board of governors for mom is a staff member there," Smith
a term expiring April 30, 1999. said. "It was convenient for
me
A native of Murray and a gradu- auend school there. I remember
ate of Calloway County High everyone being so friendly. I've
School, Smith received a bachelor's been to many campuses across the
degree in advertising in 1990 and a country and MSU is one of the most
master's degree in organizational beautiful."
Anyone graduating from Murray
communication in 1992. The
State
automatically becomes a
daughter of Gene and Dortha
Bailey, she and her husband, Steve, member of the association. The
have a daughter- named Hayley. organization seeks to involve
alumni in the recruitment of prosWhile at MSU,she was a member
pective students, enhancement of
of the forensics team and involved
career opportunities, facilitation of
in theatre. She was a Sigma Chi little
fund-raising initiatives, and ongosister. She also served as director of ing advocacy and promotion of
forensics from 1991 to 1994. CurMSU in family,community,profesrently, she is director of activities
sional and legislative circles.

t COMMONWEALTH Tiny Tim hospitalized
CARPET CLEANING
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WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves. Mon Fn,0-12, 1-5
Free estimates Visa/MC
sozepted 753-0530

5

502-436-574-4
..1.-Et00-SAS8-5.2

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753 5484

,

•----

•

Smith selected to serve
Tree Service on MSU alumni board

R 4 R Electric Licensed
electrician Call anytime
762 0001

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

a,4... Al. •
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mb Brothers

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436 5255

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
mercial, Servall Gutter Co
753 6433
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Albert Sperath, director of University An Galleries at Murray State
University, has been invited to
present a paper titled, "Truman
Lowe and the Wickliffe Mounds,"
at the annual meeting of the Southeast Museums Conference on Oct.
18 at Jeckyll Island, Ga.
Truman Lowe, a Native American artist of the Ho-Chunk (Winne-

Custom Woodworking

MARK'S Lawn & Landscaping. Processed
mulch for sal*. 753-6226,
753-4168.
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed 8 In
sured Phone 767 9630
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Sperath asked to present paper

PS

LAMB'S Painting and 'Con
tractors No lob too large or
small
Residential
Sandblasting Spray Paint
ng
436 5 9 5 0
1 800 636 5262
LAMB S Painting and Con
tractors No iob too large or
small
Residential
Sandblasting Spray Paint
ing 436 5950

...0,91frt •
,. . •

=t1

G 8 E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759 5613

HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Just give us a call
759 1184

•
..

fall114916

FALL fix up time' All types
home repairs and improve
men, from painting to
yard clean up One call
does it all' Morris Property
Management 759 4599

GUTTERS cleaned 8 re
paired No lob too small
527 7380

....

The Student Government Asso- tine HIV-antibody test revealed his
autumn. The emotional experience
cauon at Murray State University is positive status he was shocked. He
prompted the two to begin a speakFREE to good home Adult
sponsoring a 'Friendship in the Age knew that he had not always been
ing project aimed at college students
Dachshund loves kids
of AIDS" lecture on Tuesday,Oct.8 safe, mixing sex and alcohol, but he
needs fenced yard
about "Friendship in the Age of
at 7 p.m., in Loveu Auditorium on "never thought the face of AIDS
767 0653
AIDS."
campus. The lecture is froe and open
would be his own."
to MSU students and the general
Not wishing to be preachy in their
As he groped with his new medipublic. Individuals are cautioned. cs/ reality, he searched his past for
HIV/AIDS awareness program,
For your convenience
however, the program contains ex- answers about how it had happened
Goldman and Sullivan use a combiplicit material.
nation of emotion and humor to
The Murray Ledger & Times
and worked to keep himself as
Program presenters TJ. Sullivan
empowe
r students with knowledge
healthy
as
possible
.
He
also began
is now accepting
and Joel Goldman have spoken to to call family and friends to let them
about the realities of HIV. Goldman
more than 100,000 students at over know of his diagnosis. It was shares his personal story, challengVisa and Master Card
150 campuses across the U.S. The through this calling that he came ing students to help one another
two college friends became active in
make the tough decisions about
into contact again with Sullivan, an
I
)
AIDS education after Goldman was alcohol and health educator.
alcohol and sex.
diagnosed with HIV-positive in
The two rneh decided to meet at
"The saddest part for me person1992.
S Today!
the international display of the ally,"
753-1916
Goldman says, "is that this
Goldman, a graduate of Indiana NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
isn't something I had to get. It's not
University, notes that when a mu- Quilt in Washington, D.C. that
like cancer or heart disease, or

D.COLSON ROOFING All
work guaranteed We are
licensed, better check with
us before you decide
Phone calls are free
559 3694

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts 4 service Everfock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tar, beige, white,
grey 492 84138

FREE kittens Berks old
other kittens 6rnos old
436 2510

Miss Your
Paper?

"
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Tea years ago
The National Guard Armory on
Highway 121 North in Murray
will be dedicated Nov. 2 at I
p.m., according to Jack Haggerty,
director of Facilities Division of
Kentucky Department for Military Affairs.
Dana Armstrong, Lee Ann
Rayburn and Charles Rose, all
seniors at Calloway County High
School, have been named as commended students by the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation.
June Warden Smith, Lilly Williams, Juletta Christopher and
Mamie Patterson are new officers
of Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge
were married 50 years Sept. 5.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has received an additional
$67,000 grant from federal HillBurton hospital funds to be
applied to the $4,134,500 cost of
a major expansion project.
Renee Tobey, Jerry Don Morris, Linda McCuiston and Terri
Erwin are officers of Senior Class
of Calloway County High School.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Rudolph
Howard were honored at a reception Sept. 26 at First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall. Mr.
Howard has resigned as minister
of music at First Baptist Church
after serving there since Oct. 1,
1960.
Births reported include a girl to
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee,
Sept. 16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Dale Hancock and a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Joe Tidwell, Sept. 17.
Thirty years ago
Pfc. Billy L. Lauffer was killed
in action in Vietnam on Sept. 21.
Full military services will be
today at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
U.S. Navy Capt. (retired) Gaylord T. Forrest has been named
business administrator of Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Health Advisory
Board.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones will
be married 50 years Oct. I.
William Ross, Larry Wilson,
Penny Todd and Susan Williams
are officers of Senior Class of
Calloway County High School.
Mrs. Richard Armstrong presented a lesson on "Wise Use of
Credit" at a meeting of Penny
Homemakers Club held in the
home of Mrs. Ernest Madrey.
Forty years ago
A total of 5,156 Calloway
Countians received free chest xrays through the Tuberculosis Xray Mobile Unit while in Murray
for 12 days, according to Calloway County Health Department.
Mrs. E.C. Parker, president of
Murray Woman's Club, spoke on
"Our Club Creed" at a meeting of
Home Department'?if .Murray
Woman's Club, according to Mrs.
Nix Crawford, department
chairman.
Mrs. B.F. Scherffius, Mrs. Jack
Belote, Miss Rezina Senter and
Mrs. C.B. Crawford are new
officers of Woman's Association
of College Presbyterian Church.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 30, the 274th day of 1996. There are 92
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Sept. 30, 1946, an international military tribunal
in Nuremberg, Germany, found 22 top Nazi leaders guilty of was
crimes.
On this date:
In 1777, the Congress of the United States — forced to flee in the
face of advancing British forces — moved to York, Pa.
In 1791, the opera "The Magic Flute" by Wolfgang Amadcus
Mozart premiered in Vienna, Austria.
In 1846, 150 years ago, Dr. William Morton, a dentist, used an
experimental anesthetic — ether — for the first time on a patient in
his Boston office.
In 1927, Babe Ruth hit his 60th homer of the season to break his
own major-league record.
In 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders ended the
Munich Conference with a decision to appease Adolf Hitler by allowing Nazi annexation of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
In 1949, the Berlin Airlift came to an end.
In 1954, the first atomic-powered vessel, the submarine Nautilus,
was commissioned by the Navy at Groton, Conn.
In 1955, actor James Dean was killed in the collision of his sports
car with' another automobile near Cholamc, Calif.
In 1962, black student James Meredith succeeded on his fourth try
in registering for classes at the University of Mississippi.
In 1985, four Soviet diplomats were kidnapped in west Beirut; one
was killed, the other three later released.
Ten years ago: The United States and the Soviet Union announced
that President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev would
meet the following week in Reykjavik, Iceland. The U.S. released
accused Soviet spy Gennadiy Zakharov, one day after the Soviets
released Nicholas Daniloff.
Five years ago: The military in Haiti overthrew Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the country's first freely elected president.(He was later returned
to power.)
One year ago: U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke, trying to negotiate a
Bosnian cease-fire, ended inconclusive talks with the Sarajevo government and headed for Belgrade to try his luck with the Serbs.
Today's Birthdays; Former Georgia Gov. Lester Maddox is 81.
Actress Deborah Kerr is 75. Actress Angie Dickinson is 64. Singer
Johnny Mathis is 61.

roNSE HE Ms rvou HAVE TO TRY AGAIN
MANSE (
I INV(TED NATHAN IN
HE tiAS
AFTER DINNER AND HE
OVERWHELMED
CATH4 GIVE HIM A CHANCE!
8v HIS ATTRACTION DCStT ABANDON THIS SENINTIMMARCHED OVER TO TM
TO YOU AND
COmPUTER. ANO SPENT TWO DRIED
SITIVE, CARING SOUL OVER
JUST PANICKED.
HOURS ON THE INTERNET!
ONE LIITLE CASE Of

r ONCE

A COFFEE R-00tA
NOV.) A RELATIONSHIP
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SECOND DATE NERVES!!
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riot on being known, socially and
professionally, as 'Susan," not
-Robert"
SUSAN IN ('HESAPEAKE, VA.
DEAR SUSAN: Traditionally,
a widow retains her husband's
name, and that custom is supported by the etiquette books.
However, in view of the protests I received (which appear
to be generational), I hereby revise my answer: A widow
should be addressed by the
name she prefers. In this matter, her wishes should prevail.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend
who is incredibly self-conscious
about her appearance. She is only
DEAR PERSON: I received 30 years old, petite, beautiful (both
many letters from younger inside and out I, but Abby, she
women who disagreed with my wears so much makeup she looks
answer that "only divorced like a hooker.
women are addressed as 'Mrs.'
Friends have hinted that she
followed by their first names. A doesn't need so much makeup. I
widow keeps her husband's have also tried to suggest tactfully
name until she remarries." that she would look much better if
Read on:
she toned down the cosmetics, but
she insists she 'needs" it to hide
DEAR ABBY: May I respond to her wrinkles. Abby, she should not
the letter from "William's Widow in worry about the wrinkles — it's her
Mesa, Ariz."? She wanted to be makeup that ages her by at least 10
known as "Mrs. William Jones," not years.
"Mrs. Mae Jones." I was surprised
Because she is my friend, the
that you agreed with her.
comments people make about her
I have been marrieclia a won- bother me. Telling her again is usederful man for 2 1/2:years, and I less, but maybe if she reads this letwas happy to change my maiden ter in your column she will recogname to his. However, my first nize herself and take the hint.
name is not "Robert," and I do not
A TRUE FRIEND
want to be called "Mrs. Robert Anybody"!
DEAR TRUE FRIEND: Don't
Isn't it enough for women to give bet on it.
up their last names? Must we surOne of the most thankless of
render our first names as well? If all well-meaning gestures is
so, then I'll have to be branded a offering a friend unsolicited
breacher of etiquette because I in - advice. Instead of criticizing
her appearance, ask her to join
you in a visit to a department
store's cosmetic counter for a
makeover to learn the latest
makeup "tricks."
If she declines,accept her for
converts the "transfer" to the appro- the inner qualities that make
North dealer.
priate suit and so becomes the de- her special.
Neither side vulnerable.
clarer. The principle underlying the
NORTH
convention is that it is usually ad• K 10 4
vantageous for the stronger hand to
'
AG
be concealed during the play.
• K 86 5 3
The convention has one big weak4A K7
WEST
ness. Players sometimes absentEAST
mindedly forget they are using it. In
+ 9753
V 87 4 3
fact, when Reese and Schapiro de• J 10 4
cided to play the convention, they
DEAR DR. G()TT: Have you heard
+ 10 2
also agreed that the first one to of reports that a certain health food
forget it would pay the other a fine of can help people with swollen legs?
SOUTH
+ Q2
100 Austrian schillings.
DEAR READER: Yes, I have. In a
Sure enough, when the present fascinating study performed by physi•K Q J 1092
•7
deal occurred, Schapiro forgot and cians in Germany and reported in the
jumped to four hearth instead of four Feb. 3. 1996. issue of the prestigious
+ Q 96 4
diamonds. Reese did not forget and British medical journal The Lancet,
The bidding:
North East
pills made from horse-chestnut seed
South
so dutifully bid four spades.
Panic-stricken, Schapiro now extract were shown to diminish the
Pass
1 NT
4
Pass
6V
Pass
jumped to six hearts, hoping Reese leg edema (swelling) that usually
4+
would realize what had happened. accompanies venous disease of the
Opening lead — ace of spades.
lower extremities.
Back in the 1950s, when Terence Reese caught on and passed.
The study group of 240 men and
West led the spade ace and then,
Reese and Boris Schapiro went to
Vienna to represent Great Britain in afraid Schapiro might be void of women was more or less divided into
the European championships, they diamonds, mistakenly led another thirds. One-third received placebo
agreed to play the then new Texas spade instead of the ace of diamonds. (sugar pill) treatment, predictably.
Declarer won with the queen and these patients did not improve. The
Convention.
The convention applies when a cashed six trump tricks, discarding second group was given fitted complayer opens one notrump and his four diamonds from durruny. A low pression stockings, -the traditional
partner has a good hand containing club to the king enabled Schapiro to therapy for venous edema. Over 12
weeks of study, these patients
a long major suit. Instead of bidding discard his diamond on the spade improved appreciably.
the suit,the responderjumps to four king and also forced West to part
The third group received 50-milwith a club, so the end result was
in the suit just below it in rank.
ligram pills of horse-chestnut seed
Thus, a jump to four diamonds that the slam came home.
extract twice a day, a much simpler
Commented Reese afterwards: treatment. These patients improved as
indicates that the real suit is hearts,
while a jump to four hearts indicates "So Britain got a lucky swing, and I much after 12 weeks as did the patients
spades. The notrurnp bidder then got 100 schillings."
who used compression stockings.
Tomorrow: Reisinger No.l.
The authors concluded that horsechestnut seed extract, a compound
readily available in most health-food
stores, is useful for treating venous
edema. The reason for this startling
43 Wingless
finding is unknown. But this effective
insect
44 Gazelle
I Kin to bro
therapy provides another option for
46 Jacob's
4 Hawkeye
people who suffer from leg-swelling
brother
State
due to venous disease, such as vari48 Paving
8 Feline
cose veins.
substance
11 Petty person
Those patients interested in this
50 WWII event
13 Court matter
treatment should, of course, check
53 Resort
14 Faeroe
55 Pecan. e g
Islands
with their family physicians before
57 — culpa
whirlwind
trying it.
58 Aggressive
15 Mr Onassis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
61 — Francisco
16 Holding of
severe pain across the back of my
63 Opp of NE
property
head, down both sides of my neck and
64 Corrida roar
18 Golfers' org
65 Emulation
20 One, no
shoulders. I have been diagnosed with
68 Tavern
matter which
arthritis and bone spurs. My doctor
69 Elapse
22 Cul de —
doesn't want to operate and feels I
70
Jump on one
23 Morays
have to put up with the pain Well, the
foot
25 Revolver
pain is so unbearable that I can't. Do
27 Mercedes —
you have any advice for me?
30 Child's sitting
place
DEAR READER: Painful muscle
1 'Under—'
(airline)
26 — sequitur
32 Corn on the
contractions of the neck and shoul2 "Tag" player
10 Mao — -tung
28 Bow the head ders caused by arthritis and bone
11 Opposite of
3 Health resort
34 Sault St
29 Collection
spurs are a common complaint
4 Cake topping
yep
Mane
of wild
Ordinarily, surgery is not an appropri5 — Corral
12 — Gershwin
35 Griffith ID
animals
ate remedy for this chronic condition.
6 Damp
17 Catch
37 Ship that
31 Ms Zadora
7 War god
19 Entire
33 Tom Hanks
sank
Instead, doctors usually try,, to
8 Las — Nev
21 Mexican state
40 Fulfill
film
reduce muscle spasm by a variety of
9 — Lingus
24 Perched
41 Honest —
35 — West
means, including gentle exercise.
36 Pygmalion"
physical
11 1
2 mi5II4 s 6 Mie
therapy, massage, electrical
r0
wnter (inits )
38 Explosive
stimulation, ultrasound treatment.
(abbr )
muscle-relaxant medicine, and others
39 Fish
Civen so many options, you shouldn't
42 Simpler
45 Commission- have to live with unbearable pain. Ask
13
16
your doctor to refer you for a full proed off
47 — and downs gram of physical therapy. Also, chiro49 Corrodes
practic manipulation often relieves
51 Fable writer
such pain. Therefore, short of surgery,
25
iiiiiiII1011111
52 Gape
there's much you can do to obtain
54 On the balls
"
relief. Your physician can guide you
of the feet
56
Chinese
ill
Pill
pagoda
58 Watch chain
59 Guido's high
note
60 — Sumac
62 — degree
66 This — Your
Lite
67 Maiden loved
'by Zeus

•
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DEAR ABBY 1 am constantly
amazed at what irks people. Why
are we so intolerant? This time, I
am referring to "William's Widow
in Mesa, Ariz.," who was upset that
others were not using her 'legal
signature" since her husband's
death. Why would her legal name
be "William"?
When I mamed, I took my husbands last name, not his first. I
have a first nariie my parents gave
me and I am proud to have added
my husband's surname to my own
That combination is my "legal
name."
I believe that most women of the
baby boom generation prefer to be
known by their own names.
MY OWN PER.SON
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Mrs. Trixie Armstrong, 88, South Ninth Street, Mayfield, died Sunday, Sept. 29, 1996, at 1:34 a.m. at Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
She was a member of Seventh and College Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
Her husband, John Armstrong, and one daughter, Janice Overcast,
preceded her in death. Born July 25, 1908, at Kirksey, she was the
daughter of the late E.E. Roach and Susan Morgan Roach.
Survivors include two sons, Eugene Armstrong, Mayfield, and Larry Armstrong, Farmington; one sister, Mrs. Jessie Smith, Mayfield;
one brother, Herman Roach, Hazel; nine grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Hilton Royster will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gurvis Jackson, Jackie Myers, Randy Roach, Joe
Thompson, Greg Cook, Glenn Flood, Scott Williams and Tommy
Armstrong. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Charles Walter Barnett Jr., 36, Evansville, Ind., died Saturday, Sept.
28, 1996, at 4:30 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a
motorcycle accident.
He had been employed at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Evansville, for the past 16 years. He was born in Owensboro.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Carolyn and Marshall
Murray, Rockport, Ind.: his father and stepmother, Charles W. and
Edna Barnett, Murray; one sister, Sheila Driskell, Rockport, Ind.; half
sister, Charlene Barnett, Murray; stepbrother, Donald Raycronin, Martin, Tenn.; his grandmothers, Mrs. Florence Barnett, Boonville, Ind.,
and Mrs. Elnora Jones, Dale, Ind.; several nieces, nephews, aunts and
uncles.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Boultinghouse Funeral Home, Rockport, Ind. Burial will follow in James Parker Cemetery, Hatfield, Ind.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 1 to 8 p.m. today (Monday) and after 8 a.m. Tuesday.

The funeral for Mrs. Ora Lynn England will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Duffer will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Tymnc Skierkowski, Bradley Skierkowski,
David England Jr., Staipe England, Lloyd Jones and Robby Wolford.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. England, 89, Inverness, Ha., formerly of Murray, died Friday,
Sept. 27, 1996, at 1:25 a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Homer L. England, and one son, Spencer Lee England, preceded her in death.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Lenora B. New, Pembroke
Pines, Fla., Mrs. Loretta Fay Faivre, Tampa, Ha., Mrs. Elaine Bond,
Homoassa Springs, Fla., Mrs. Emmy L. Nusso, Inverness, Fla., and
Ms. Carolyn England, Tarpon Springs, Fla.; two sons, L.B. England,
Biggers, Ark., and David H. England, Michigan City, Ind.; 24 grandchildren; 29 great-grandchildren.

Graveside services for Mrs. Acic (Pearl) Smith were Saturday at 11
a.m. at Temple Hill Cemetery. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were R.C. Miller, Larry Woodall, Harold Jones, Don
Rutland, Jerry Starks and Bobby Joe Nanncy. Miller Funeral Home of
Murray was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Smith, 90, West View Nursing Home, Murray, died Thursday,
Sept. 26, 1996, at 2:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Acic Smith, died Jan. 14, 1988. Bborn Sept. 11, 1906,
in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Henry Kennedy and Cora Armstrong Kennerly.
Survivors include one son, Gerald Smith, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Donna McCuiston and husband, Mickey, and three greatgrandchildren, Mitchell, Tiffany and Dereck McCuiston, all of Aurora,
III.; one grandson, Dale Smith, Almo; half brother, Ben Rowlett, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Communist leader
asks Yeltsin to quit
MOSCOW (AP) — Boris Yeltsin should do the "decent" thing
and step down because of ill
health, his Communist rival said
today in what is becoming a daily
refrain by the president's political
foes.
"It would be good for Yeltsin
himself, for his family and for the
country as as whole if he steps
down," Communist leader Gennady Zyuganov told a news conference. "It would be the most
decent way out."
The president, hospitalized
since Sept. 13 with heart trouble,
faces a multiple bypass operation
in November or December. Doctors say he will probably need
two months after that to
recuperate.
Zyuganov said Russian history
shows that when the czar is weak,
the nobles fight among themselves, weakening the nation.
And with Yeltsin ill, he said,
debilitating power struggles within the Kremlin arc inevitable.
Yeltsin's heart trouble, which
he and his aides concealed during
this summer's presidential campaign, has inspired a number of
political rivals to call for his res-
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ignation and new elections.
Zyuganov, who came in second
in the presidential race, has said
several times that Yeltsin should
quit.
Former Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev, another failed presidential contender, on Sunday
urged him to do the same.
"Such a decision would be
good both for himself and Russia," Gorbachev told the Interfax
news agency. "The sooner he
makes such a decision, the
better."
Even Ycltsin's own national
security chief, Alexander Lcbcd,
questioned the president's ability
to govern during his illness and
called on him to step aside until
he is well.

Mrs. Betty Smith Massey, 70, South Fulton, Tenn., died Saturday,
Sept. 28, 19%, at 12:08 a.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
She had retired from Martin Manufacturing Co., Martin, Tenn., and
attended New Life Assembly of God Church, Fulton.
Her husband, Lindsay Massey, her parents, Alton Jones and Lillian
Dodge Jones Pyle, and two brothers preceded her in death.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Mary Jewel, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy Stanfield, South Fulton, Mrs. Janie Warren, Martin, and Mrs.
Patsy Corum, Fulton; three sons, Alvin Ray Smith and Ronald Gene
Smith, South Fulton, and Phillip Smith, Fulton; one sister, Mrs. Geneva West, Bardwell; 22 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home, Fulton. The Rev. Mike Callins will officiate. Burial will
follow in Zion Cemetery in Hickman County.
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How About An Annuity?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single Premium
Deferred Annuity plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate' for
amounts over S5,000 is:

)IIQ Woodmen
of the World

Life
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Graveside services for Mrs. Mary Virginia Diuguid Hall were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. William Horner
officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the National Diabetes
Association, Kentucky Affiliate, Inc., 745 W. Main St., Suite 150,
Louisville, KY 40202.
Mrs. Hall, 81, Dogwood Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 28,
1996, at 1:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired secretary, she was a member of First Christian Church and
Gamma Delta Society.
Her husband, B.D. Hall, died in 1976. Born Oct. 12,..1914, at Murray, she was the daughter of the late Herman Diuguid and Ruth Hay
Diuguid Filbeck. One brother, James Edward Diuguid, and her stepfather, Ed Filbcck, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one stepson, James Hall and wife, Beverly, Boca
Raton, Fla.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Eleanor Diuguid, Murray; two stepgranddaughters, Janice Hall Etue and Pattie Hall Bauernschsmidt; two
nieces, Jeanie McKee and Nan Stanford; several cousins.

Services for Mrs. Ruth M. Pace were Sunday at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Mayfield. Dr. Charles Parker officiated.
Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery there.
Mrs. Pace, 78, South Ninth Street, Mayfield, died Friday, Sept. 27,
19%, at 3:25 a.m. at her home.
Born June 9, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late James Ernest Calhoun and Edna Miller Calhoun. One brother,
R.B. Calhoun, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Homer Pace; four daughters, Mrs.
Barbara Peiper, Leavenworth, Kan., Mrs. Bobbie Davis, Savannah,
Tenn., Mrs. Ruth McCarthy, Lexington, and Mrs. Judy DeMoss, Mayfield; 11 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

BOSTON (AP) — A disabled
man who became ill while logged
onto an Internet chess site managed to summon help from a fellow player hundreds of miles
away.
Charles Drafts, a double amputee who types using a stick in his
mouth, was online with 159 other
people Saturday when he suddenly sent out a message for help.
Drafts typed, "i'm disabled
and havingshortness (sic) of
breath, call ambulace (sic)." He
also managed to type in his
address:
While several users tried to
find out what symptoms Drafts
was suffering, Andy McFarland
of Owensboro, Ky., was calling
Boston's emergency medical services on his second phone line.
When he finally got through,
he told dispatchers where he was
calling from and explained the
situation.
"I think I lost them for just a
second," McFarland said. "It's
not something they get every
day."
Firefighters rushed to Draft's
home, but no one answered the
door. They called McFarland
back to verify the address.
"The last thing I heard them
say was, 'We're going in,' and
they hung up," McFarland said.
About 20 minutes later, a Boston dispatcher called to tell
McFarland that they had found
Drafts inside and that he had
needed help.
Drafts was in stable condition
at Beth Israel Hospital this morning. Hospital officials would not

"Can't you protect the environment
and lower healing and cooling bills?"
• Yes' Addison s innovative
G Series geothermal system
works with the environment usinq
a closed system of underground
pipes 11 heats your home in the
winter and COO4S your horne in
the summer by using the consi ,
temperature of the
earth There s no air
poiiution and you
can save 50% or more
on your heating and
cooling bill
Protect her future
and protect the
environment with a
G - Senes geothermal
System

Just ask

describe the nature of his illness
and Drafts declined comment.
On Sunday, McFarland, 42,
was brushing away talk of
heroism.
"There was no way I could
take a chance on what was happening," he said.

Ask your Woodmen representative about our Flexible
Premium and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
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One All•You•Can•Eat
Pizza,Pasta & Salad Buffet

S1119
l'ich-up Out.% Special

l'ick-up or !Mk

Special

Buy Any Medium Pizza
(at full regular price)
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RED VICAA15 11 RICE
1201VL .
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5.49
TEXA5 TO04-IrPiCK5 . . . .C2.19
/1027/WILLA criCK5 . . . C3.50
F12.iED GQ.EEN TOMATOE5 . .C2.50
SOUiD Rik165
43 75
PEEL AND Ear 'EH cl-leit412
1_13, v2 OZ lVECE - WAIZKEr Peice
PorAro SKil1/4.15
42.99

Comes with Fries & Slaw

6ut4(30

Prai1-46 Ri5 SANDWial

ROIVL.
CUP . .42.5o
ONiON Rifk165
42.75
FeiED hlt511(200t45 .
43.50
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flOIVL . .43.1q
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Served with slaw, hushpuppies, your choice offries, rice,
potato wedges, or baked potato. (House Salad Extra)
SEAFOOD SALAD - Creamy combo of White Fish, Shrimp, Imitation Crab
Meat mcryo and more good stuff
6LAcCEPJEb
SALAb
iE7'" SALAD - Stimnp Imitation Crab and Veggies
C4.44
HOUSE SALAD Lots of fresh veggies
.42.99
ELVIS" SITAC
(4.91
612iLLED ci-liCKEKI SALAD
(4.11
Chore of Dressings: Peppercorn, Blue Cheese, Itabctn,

-

1000 Island, French

SEA5iDE PLArrEe Hand breaded Shnmp and a hie! ol Cod
g7.11
F154-12 C1-11175 - Arany piece ot hsh cooked lust nqht
45.49
FeiED S4-leihil7 -Fresh !raid Issoded Shrimp - i‘feidturn (7) £7.99 . barge (9)
tt.19
cArrt54-1 bik.
NNE - 2 Farm liaised Catfish fillets cooked southern style
4649
ScliZit49 A el-liCKEN bi‘IIVE4 preces of Shnmp and a dezicen breast tried golden
(6.11
LON6 c110126 PU-ArrEe. - Shrimp Oysters arida cod fillet - all hand breaded
44.50
oke5rEQ. bilV Kt EI2 - 8-12 oysters fried to perfection
if•ii
S4U2.1.417 AND oy5ree. biNNER.
41.50
FRIED CAJUN PLArrei2 - 3 hand breaded Shrimp. Fish and potato wedge
all covered with greet spices

Comes with slaw and choice ot baked potatoes, rice or potato
wedges and rolls on request
,Joeru ArUANriC nAKEP cOP - bgEht flaky ancickhocus
giZiLLED cOiCKEN RCZEA5r- 6 oz Chicken breast grilied to perfect=
6eil.LED
q.25
612iLLED cl1eit49 g cl-liCKEN -Juicy Chicken & Shrimp..•
(7.q,1
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•(741
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• (7.49

(Comes With A Salad and choice of baked potato.
rice or potato wedge and rolls on request)
STEAK g S44Q.it4V -Shnrnp and Steak grilled to „enaction
Nail-16
'Best Cut Money Can Bu molted in our Au his
Inn - 6 ounces of Prune Fhb arida 6oursce Chicken Breast
cup 2 TURF - Snow Gab Legs and Prune Rib WOW'
RiBEYE - A Gourmet cus that is tender and Juicy 10 oz

neer 2
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Fri. & Sat.
11AM till 1:30AM

Sunday
12 PM till 1 1:30PM
2nd PIZZA DEAL

Cheese
1 Topping
2 Toppings
3 Toppings
4 Toppings
Garden Special
Meat Combo
The Works
Add. Topping

SMALL

LARGE

X-LARGE

Equal or Smaller Size With Equal or Fewer Toppings

7.30
8.11
8.81
9.36
9.86
9.11
10.26
11.06

10.15
11.16
12.21
13.26
14.11
12.91
14.66
15.86
1.05

13.61
14.96
16.36
17.71
19.11
15.31
19.41
20.06
1.35

10" Small

.80

4.00
6.00
7.00

14" Large
16" Extra Large
CHEESE STIX
BREADSTICKS

EXTRAS
EXTRA PEPPERONCINI
EXTRA GARLIC BUTTER

DRINKS

TOPPINGS

12 Oz. Cans $ .71
Coke, Diet Coke, Nestea,
Sprite, Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello

Extra Cheese, Ham, Green Peppers, Onions, Pepperoni, Ground
Beef, Sausage, Mushrooms, Anchovies, Black Olives, Jalapeno
Peppers, Bacon, Pineapple, Italian Sausage, Banana Peppers
I'Two Tens for Tenl 4

FAMILY SPECIAL
1 - 14" WORKS
14" 2 ToPPINGS

Ii

I/
I/
II
I/
•S
•S

Two Toppings

1 FREE
I Order of Breadsticks
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with any Large
Two Toppings

The following includes fries, slaw & hushpuppies:
-Crab

(3 pc stuffed crab)

$4.19

-Crab & Fish Dinner
(2 stuffed crabs & 1 pc. of fish)

BROILED DINNERS
Broiled Orange Roughy

$5.99

(served on a bed of nce, with • baked potato,
breadstick, & choice of salad or slaw)
Thefollowing are served One bed of rice, & include
a vegetable medley, baked potato. breadstick. &

-Broiled Fish Dinner
-Broiled Chicken Dinner
-Broiled Fish & Chicken Dinner
-Broiled Shrimp Dinner
-Broiled Supreme Seafood Platter

$4.99
$5.49

$5.19

-Crab & Shrimp Dinner

(2 stuffed crab & 5 buuerfbed shrimp)

-Burger & Fries
-Fish & Fries
-Chicken & Fries
-Shrimp & Fries

$4.39

-Sampler
(I stuffed crab,

shrimp)

86.29

-Deluxe Seafood Platter
(2 stuffed crabs,

5 shrimp)

$3.99

-Clam Dinner
(half pound of clams)

SIDE ORDERS
-Green Beans
-Corn on the Cob

$5.49

$5.99
$6.99

Thefollowing are served one bed of rice, & include
a vegetable medley & a breadstick. Available Daily
11-2:

-Broiled
-Broiled
-Broiled
-Broiled

The following includes a small drink.
-Kids 10 4 under:

$3.99

Dinner

Value Pack
10 pcs. of fish, fries, slaw
Feeds 3-4.

$7.89

Fish Box
(includes 10 pcs. of fish only)

Fish
Chicken
Fish & Chicken
Shrimp

-Fries, Slaw & Hushpuppies for 4
-Seafood Feast

$5.99
816.99

(includes 12 pcs. of fish, 3 stuffed crab, 10 shrimp,
Inca, slaw & hushpuppies)

.99

-Salad

(choice of light italian, french, thousand island
& ranch dressings)

-Baked Potato

FISH SELECTIONS

$2.99

-Fist & Fries

(2 pc*. of fish, fries & 2 hushpuppies)

83.89

-Fish & Chips

(3 pcs. of fish, fries & 2 hushpuppies)
The following include fries, slaw &

-2 Pc. Fish Dinner
-3 Pc. Fish Dinner
-Jumbo Fish Dinner

-Snow Crab Platter subject
-Fried Flounder Dinner
-Catfish Dinner
-Oyster Dinner
-Broiled Scallop Dinner

to

SANDWICHES

-Country Style Dinner

-Captain's Fish Sandwich
-Fish Sandwich Combo

FISH & CHICKEN SELECTIONS

-Giant Fish Sandwich

(4 pcs fish)

81.59
$2.29

(includes fries & a medium drink)

-Chicken Dinner

84.79

(4 strips of chicken, fries, slaw, & hushpuppies)

-1 Pc. Fish & Chicken Dinner

83.99

pe of fish, 2 pcs of chicken, fries
slaw & hushpuppies)

-Fish & Chicken Dinner

$4.59

(2 pcs of fish, 2 pcs of chicken, fries
slaw & hushpuppies)

CONDIMENTS AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST:
-Ketchup -Salt -Pepper -Tartar Sauce
-Cocktail Sauce -Sweet & Sour
-Honey Mustard -Hot _Sz4aFe -Malt Vinegar

$2.29

(2 pcs. of fish on a white bun with lettuce
& tartar sauce)

-Giant Fish Sandwich Combo

$2.99

(includes fries & a medium drink)

-Broiled Chicken Sandwich

82.69

DESSERTS
-Pineapple Cream Cheese Pie
-Cheesecake
-Pecan Pic

(thicken breast filet on white bun with leuuce,
mayonaise & pickle)

-Double Burger

$1.99

(2 all beef patties on a white bun with lettuce,
mayonaise, tomato, onion, pickle & cheese)

-Double Burger Combo

82.79

(indu&s fries & • medium drink)

ADD ONS
1
1
1
V
8

Pc. Chicken
Pc. of Fish
Pc. of Shrimp
Stuffed Crab
Oz. of Clams

.99

15th & Olive Blvd. • Murray • 753-1116
Sporty's Is available for your private parties, meetings, or private dinners.
Please Just let us know how we can help plan your next event.

Appetizers, Munchies & MoreGridiron Taters
$2.25
Bloomin. Onion
$3.50
Onion Rings
4
$1.45
Fried Cheese Sticks
$3.95
Fried Mushrooms
$2.25
Chicken Fingers
$3.45
Potato Wedges
$1.75
Tater Tots
$ .95
Fried Apple Sticks
$1.75
Fried Vegetable Sticks
$1.75
French Fries
$ .95
Sample Platter
$6.25
Cheese sticks, fried mushrooms, chicken fingers,
fried apple sticks, wings.
Buffalo Wings
Served hot or mild
Sampler,,- 2 pc
Half an krder - 6 pc
Regular - 12 pc.
Super Size - 18 pc

On The "Lite" Side
Soup. if the Day (In Season)
$1.50
Pedro's Chili
$1.75
Dinner Salad
$1.50
Soup & Salad
$2.50
Chef Salad
$4.25
Lettuce, tomato, green peppers, onions, cucumbers,
topped with ham, cheese and your choice of dressing.
Grilled Chicken Salad
$4.50
Same as chef, instead of ham, grilled chicken breast
Sides
Potato Salad
$ .95
Slaw
$ .95
Baked Beans
$ .95
Sliced Tomatoes $ .95
Cottage Cheese $ .95
Fried Okra
$1.25

Daily Lunch

Hamburger
$1.75
Large Hamburger
$2.10
Chili Burger
$2.10
Large Chili Burger
$2.45
Bacon Burger
$2.25
Large Bacon Burger
$2.60
Patty Melt
$2.95
Super Racer - 10 oz. Hamburger
$3.95
French Fries, Slaw
Sporty's Nuggets, Chibken Nuggets
$3.25
French Fries, Slaw
The Wildcat
Large, open face chili burger topped w/cheese, onions
it our own salsa

Hot Ham & Cheese
$2.15
Grilled Ham & Cheese
$2.40
Grilled Chicken Breast
$2.75
BBC) Pork
$1.95
Large BBC, Pork
$2.40
Hot Dog
$1.30
Chili Dog
$1.90
Roast Beef
$2.50
Ribeye Steak
$2.95
Tenderloin
$2.60
Fish Sandwich
$2.35
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
$2.10
Country Fried Steak
$2.00
Grilled Cheese
$1.25
The Laker
$3.95
Turkey, ham, bacon on toast with mayonnaise, lettuce,
tomato, served with chips
The Tiger
$3.50
Roast beef topped with melted cheddar, served with
Ines

Steaks & Seafood
8 oz. Ribeye
12 oz. Ribeye
10 oz. T-Bone
16 oz. T-Bone
21 Piece Shrimp
Fried Oyster Platter
Catfish
Froglegs
Fisherman's Platter
(Catfish, Oyster, Shrimp,
Steak & Shrimp

$8.25
$9.95
$7.95
$9.95
$5.95
$6.95
$5.95
$6.9S
$10.95
$13.95

Dinners (Available After 4:00)
Includes choice of two:baked potato, french fries,
slice tomatoes, cottage cheese, slaw, baked
beans or tossed salad. Rolls included.
1/2 BBO Chicken
Ground Chuck w/grilled onions
Fried Chicken
BBO Pork
Grilled Chicken Breast
Spaghetti w/meatballs
Beverages
Fountain Soft Drinks '
t
Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Ye/lo, Sprite, Mr. Pibb
Regular..$ .70 Jumbo... $1.35 With Meal. $ .95
Old-Fashioned Soft Drinks
Coca-Cola, served ice cold in the bottle
$ .75
Root Beer, served in a frosted mug
Hot tea, iced tea, tomato juice, and milk
Non-Alcoholic Beers
Served in tong neck bottles with a frosted mug.
O'Dours. Sharp's, Coors Cutter
Endless cup of Coffee Regular or Decaf
$ .65
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1996

.••••

Dine in our rustic atmosphere or
carry out to your patio picnic.
BBQ Plate
Rib Plate
Large Rib Plate
BBQ Sandwich
Charbroiled Hamburger
Charbroiled Cheeseburger
Fish Sandwich
vito
Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

4.99
4.99
6.99
1.99
1.99
2.20
1.89
2.29
2.89

•
•
•
•
.1•
•
•
•

Baked Beans
Cole Slaw
Potato Salad
French Fries
Tater Tots
Onion Rings
Breaded Mushrooms
Stuffed Jalapenos

.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
1.09
1.99
2.29

DRINKS
Chocolate
Pecan
Heath Bar Crunch

1.29
1.29
1.69

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper, & 7-Up
Tea & Lemonade
Coffee

(Free Appetizers)

.99
.79
.50

( Free Refills )

DINE IN OR CARRY OUT
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.4:30 p.m.; Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Hwy. 121 N.

•

Murray

753-3985
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1310 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Open 7 Days A Week • Take Out Orders Call 753-7641
SERVING BREAKFAST 7 a.m.-2 p.m. ONLY

2 large pancakes, 2 eggs, 1 sausage, 2
strips of bacon, slice ham, hash browns,
milk gravy, biscuits or toast, butter & Jelly.
(Choice of 1 slice tomato or 1 peach halt) ..$4.90

2 large pancakes, 2 eggs, bacon, ham or sausage, toast or biscuits, butter & jelly
$3.25
(Gravy .40c Extra)

Plain
1.70
Cheese
2.40
Ham
2.95
Bacon
2.95
Sausage
2.95
Bacon & Cheese
.3.25
Sausage & Cheese
3.25
Ham & Cheese
3.25
2 Meat & Cheese
4.15
3 Meat & Cheese
4.75
Toast or Biscuits, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy .40c Extra)

2
6
2
2
2

Pancakes
1.60 - 3/2.10
Silver Dollar Pancakes.... 1.65 - 10/2.35
Chocolate Chlp Pancakes.2.25 - 3/2.95
Cheese Pancakes
2.25 - 3/2.95
Peanut Butter Pancakes... 2.25 - 3/2.95

Topped with fruit and dessert topping
2 Blueberry Pancakes
2.25 - 3/2.95
2 Pecan Pancakes
2.25 3/2.95
2 Hawaiian Pancakes
2.25 - 3/2.95
2 Apple Pancakes
2.25 - 3/2.95

Fruit Filled - fruit and dessert top
Strawberry roll-up
Blueberry roll-up
Apple roll-up
Hawaiian roll-up

falrfis

Order by letter & number only
0-1 Cheese
0-2 Bacon & Cheese
0-3 Sausage & Cheese
0-4 Ham & Cheese
Onion
Green Pepper
Tomato

2
2
2
2

Pancakes
Pancakes
Pancakes
Pancakes

and
and
and
and

Exton

Bacon
2.25 - 3/2.85
Sausage
2.25 - 3/2.85
Ham
$2.25 - 3/2.85
1 Egg 2.25 (2 eggs) 2.85

2 Biscuits & Gravy
Sausage & Biscuit
Bacon & Biscuit
Ham & Biscuit
Egg & Biscuit
Sausage & Egg Biscuit
Bacon & Egg Biscuit
Ham & Egg Biscuit

One Egg
1.10
One Egg and Sausage
1.95
One Egg and Bacon
1.95
One Egg and Ham
1.95
Two Eggs
1.50
Two Eggs and Sausage
2.25
Two Eggs and Bacon
2.25
Two Eggs and Ham
2.25
Served with Toast or Biscuit, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy 40c Extra)
Bacon and Toast
1.75
Sausage and Toast
1.75
Ham and Toast
1.75
Bacon and Biscutts
1.75
Sausage and Biscuits
1.75
Ham and Biscuits
1.75

10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Choice one meat & 3 vegetables
Starting at

3 Silver Dollar Pancakes choice of 2 Strips
Bacon, 1 Sausage or 1 Egg
1.75

$3.25

Sausage. .
Ham
Cereal
Oatmeal

13.13.0. (Hickory Smoked)
Jumbo B.B.0
Hamburger
Jumbo Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Jumbo Bacon Cheeseburger
Bacon Cheeseburger
Chuckwagon
Roast Beef
Chicken Fried Steak
Turkey
Chicken
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
Chill Dog
Double Chili Dog
Hot Dog
Hot Ham
Ham and Cheese
Toasted Cheese
Egg
Ham and Egg
Sausage and Egg
Bacon and Egg
Homemade Chill
Combination Salad
Chef Salad

Potato Salad
Slaw
Onion Rings......

75
.75
1.00

.1.20
1.20
1.25
1.60

1.85
2.30
1.15
1.45
1.30
1.60
2.50
2.15
1.70
1.75
1.70
1.95
1.95
1.90
1.60
2.35
.90
1.60
1,75
1.30_
1.20
1.85
1.85
1.85

Baked Beans
French Fries
Mushrooms

* ENJOY OUR LARGE GAME ROOM *
Featuring The Latest In Video & Pinball
•indy 500 Racing •Dirt Dash
.
: *Manx TT Cycle
-Tekken 2
‘.Area 51
'Soul Edge
Dlehard
-NBA Hangtime

-7 Regulation Pool Tables
-Wei Sell Meucci, Viking
& Dufferin Cues
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

4tiN-fEA1

759-2348

ASIAN

406 North 12th
Street

CUISINE

Featuring All You Can Eat Grand Buffet,
Salad Bar and Soft-Serve Ice Cream.
Lunch $4.50 and Dinner $6.99

Daily Lunch Platter $2.99
Lunch Bullet
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Dinner Buffet
5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

APPETIZERS
101. VOLCANO PLATE - PUPU TRAY
8.99
Assorted appetizers for two persons: egg rolls, crab ragoon. spare nbs,
sesame rolls, shrimp toast, Cho Oui and fned chicken wings.
(additional person - 3.75)
102. ECIG ROLL (I)
95
Stuffed with shrimp, pork, chicken, and cabbage.
103. CRAB RAGOONS - CRAB WONTON (4)
2.95
Deep fried crab meat, cream cheese with spices in Women skin.
104. BARBECUED SPARE RIBS (4)
3.95
105. EGG PLANT POCKETS (2)
5.99
Batter coated, meat stuffed, deep fried egg plant served with sauce.
106. SESAME ROLL (4)
3.50
Crispy skin stuffed with minced shnmp and vegetable.
107. SHRIMP TOAST (4)
3.50
Deep fned minced shrimp and water chestnuts over bread.
108. FRIED WONTON (6)
1.95
Spice ground port in Wanton skin.
109. FRIED CHICKEN WINGS (6)
2.75
110. CHO CHO .
.3.25
Beef on stick marinated with Sa Cha sauce on fire pot.
Ill. STEAM DUMPLING (6)
4.99
Chinese ravioli stuffed wth ground pork, vegetables & spices Please
allow 10 to 15 minutes for preparation.
112. FRIED DUMPLING (POT SLICKERS) (6)
4.99
Pan (ned steam dumpling. Please allow 10 to 15 minutes for
preparation.

SOUP
115. WON TON SOUP
1.50
116. EGG FLOWER SOUP-EGG DROP SOUP
1 54)
117.• HOT AND SOUR SOUP
1.50
Rich chicken broth with pork, bean curd (To-fu), bamboo shoots, etc.
(spicy)
118 SAN ['SIAN SOUP (2)
4.50
Beef, shrimp. chicken and vegetables.
119. SEAFOOD WITH VEGETABLE SOUP (2)
5.50
120. ASSORTED WON TON SOUP (2)
4.50
Won Ton with roast pork, chicken, beef, shrimp
and vegetables.
121 CORN SOUP WITH CHICKEN (2)
3.95
Creamy cons soup with chicken.
122. PORK WITH SIF.CHUAN CABBAGE SOUP (2)
3.75
123 VEGETABLE WITH TOU-FU SOUP (2)
3.50

LUNCH OR DINNER COMBINATION
Crab Ragrain, Fried Rice an Choice of Soup: Egg Mower Soup, Hot &
Sour Soup (substitute Egg Roll in place 01 Crab Ragocai permitted)
200. TON MEIN
5.95
Beef, chicken and pork in veg. noodle soup.
201 • SESAME CHICKEN
Lightly intd,sauteed in Lemon sauce with a touch of vinegar & sesame
seed. (Spicy)
202.• DRO-GON CHICKEN - GENERAL ISO'S CHICKEN
4.95
Chunks of boneless chicken lightly fned with straw mushrooms.
carrots, bell peppers, etc. sauteed with three flavored sauce.
203.• EMPRESS CHICKEN
4.50
Breaded chicken sauteed with vegetable us unique sweet & sour sauce
with a dash of hot oil. (Spicy)
204. CHLNF.SE STEAK
550
Riber with special brown sauce over vegetablet.
205. KOREAN HUL-GO-KY
4.95
Beef and Korean hot sauce.
206• EMPRESS SHRIMP
5.56,
Breaded shrimp sauteed with versatile§ is minus sweet & sour sauce
with a dash of hot oil. (Spicy)
207.9EA-TRAI SNA IISIAN
5.50
A delicious mixture of shrimp, _scallop and sliced chicken with
Zucchini, tomato, baby cent, InC in chefs special spicy sauce. (Spicy)

11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Banquet Room
Available

208.• SIIRIMP AND CHICKEN SZECHUAN STYLE
:4.95
Broccoli, water chestnuts, baby cons, etc, sauteed with jumbo shrimp
and sliced chicken in garlic sauce (Five flavor sauce). (Spicy)
209.• SA CHA HSIAN
5.50
Jumbo shrimp, scallop and beef with broccoli, celery, etc. in Sa Cha
sauce. (Spicy)
210. TRIPLE CROWN
4.65
A delicious blend of shrimp,sliced thicken and sliced beef sauteed with
vegetables in brown sauce.
211. SEAFOOD, BEEF AND STRAW MUSHROOMS
6.95
Sauteed in brown sauce
212.• BA-IISIAN KU0-11A1
6.95
A grand combination of eight different kind of meats, seafood', &
vegetables. (Spicy)
213.• SEAFOOD WITH GARLIC SAUCE-FIVE FLAVORED
SEAFOOD
6.95
A combination of various seafoods with broccoli, water chestnuts, etc.,
in garlic sauce. (Spicy)
214. SEAFOOD COMBINATION
8.95
IAthster, snowcrab meat, shrimp and scallop sauteed with vegetables in
light sauce.
241. CHICKEN WITH BROCCOLI
3.95
Sliced chicken breast sauteed with broccoli and bamboo shoots in
brown sauce.
242. MOO GU GAI PAN (CHICKEN & VEGETABLES) 3.95
Sliced chicken breast sauteed with mushrooms & ssf?r.iycl vegetables in
light sauce.
243. CASHEW CHICKEN
3.95
Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts in tasty brown sauce.
244. SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN
3.95
Deep fned strips of chicken breast topped with sweet & sour sauce.
245.• CHICKEN WMI GARLIC SAUCE (FIVE FLAVORED
CHICKEN)
3.95
Sliced chicken breast sauteed with broccoli, black mushrooms, etc. in
hot garlic sauce. (Spicy)
246.• CHICKEN WITH GREEN PEPPER
3.95
Diced chicken sauteed with green peppers and water chestnuts in hot
sauce. (Spicy)
247.• CURRY CHICKEN
3.95
Sliced chicken sauteed with onion,green peas and carrots in curry sauce
(Spicy)
248.• KUNG PAO CHICKEN (GOVERNOR CIIICKEN) 3.95
Diced chicken sauteed with peanuts in pepper sauce. (Spicy)
249. BEEF WITH BROCCOLI
4.23
Sliced beef sauteed with fresh broccoli and bamboo shoots in brown
sauce.
250. BEEF WITH CHINESE VEGETABLES
4.25
Sliced beef sauteed with assorted vegetables in brown sauce.
25I.• SA CIIA BEEF
4.25
Beef slices with celery in Si Cha siuce. (Spicy)
252. PEPPER STEAK
4.25
Sliced tender beef with fresh green pepper and onion in brown sauce.
253. MOGOLIAN BEEF (BbEF WITH GREEN ONION) 4.25
Green onion and bamboo shoots stir-fried with sliced beef over
cellophane noodle.
251. BEEF WITII TWO DELIGHTS
4.25
Sliced beef tauter' with chmese black mushrooms, snow peas and
bamboo shoots in brown sauce.
255. MO() SIIU hEEF
4.50
Shredded beef sauteed with shredded cabbage, bamboo shoots and
eggs. Served with two Mandarin wrapped (pancakes)and Hoisin sauce.
Extra pancakes - 25e each.
256• BELT WITH GARLIC SAUCE (FIVE FLAVORED BEEF)... 1.25
Shredded heel sauteed with shredded bamboo sboou, water chestnuts,
etc. in spicy garlic sauce. (Spicy)
257.• CURRY BEEF
4.25
Sliced beef sauteed with ninon, green peas & carrots in. my samos...
(Spicy)

MSU Discount
With Student I.D.

258.• KUNG PAO BEEF (GOVERNOR BEEF)
4.25
Sliced beef stir-fned with peanuts in hot pepper sauce. (Spicy)
3.95
259. ROAST PORK WITH CHINESE VEGETABLE
Sliced roast pork with assorted vegetables in brown sauce.
260. SWEET AND SOUR PORK
3.95
Deep fried pork served with pineapple and carrots, topped with fresh
made sweet and sour sauce.
261.• DOUBLE COOKED PORK (TWICE COOKED PORK)3.95
Boiled sliced pork sauteed with bean curd (Tou-fu) and vegetables in
hot sauce. (Spicy)
262. MOO SHU PORK
4.25
Shredded pork sauteed with shredded cabbage, bamboo shoots and
eggs. Served with two Mandarin wrappers(pancakes)and Hoisin sauce.
263.* PORK WITH GARLIC SAUCE (FIVE FLAVOR PORK)3.95
Shredded port sauteed with shredded bamboo shoots, water chestnuu,
etc. in spicy garlic sauce. (Spicy)
-264. SHRIMP WITH CHINESE VEGETABLE............
4.65
Jumbo shrimp with bamboo shoots, carrots and chinese vegetables in
light sauce.
265. SHRIMP WITH LOBSTER SAUCE
4.65
Jumbo shrimp stir-fried with scrambled egg, bamboo shoots, peas and
carrots in lobster sauce.
266. SWEET AND SOUR SHRIMP
4.65
Deep fned shrimp with pineapple and carrots, topped with fresh made
sweet and sour sauce.
267. CASHEW SHRIMP
4.65
Jumbo shrimp sauteed with crispy cashew nuts and broccoli,etc. in tasty
brown sauce.
268.• SHRIMP WITH GARLIC SAUCE (FIVE FLAVORED
SHRIMP
4.65
Jumbo shrimp sauteed with water chesnuts, broccoli,etc. in spicy garlic
sauce. (Spicy)
269.• CURRY SHRIMP
4.65
Jumbo shrimp sauteed with onion,green peas and carrots in curry sauce.
(Spicy)
270. SHRIMP WTTII SNOW PEAS
4.65
Sauteed jumbo shrimp with snow peas, green peas, carrots and water
chestnuts in light sauce.
27I.• HUNAN SHRIMP
.5.25
Jumbo shrimp sauteed with water chestnuts and minced onion in hot
chili sauce. (Spicy)
272.• SA CHA SHRIMP
4.65
Celery and vegetables sauteed with jumbo shrimp in Sa Chi sauce
(Spicy)
273.• HUNAN SCALLOPS
3.75
Scallop sauteed with water chestnuts and minced onion in hot chili
sauce. (Spicy)
274. SWEET AND SOUR FISH
4.95
Deep fried fish filet topped with pineapple,carrots and Ireslanade sweet
and sour sauce.
275. VEGETARIAN DEIJGHT
3.75
Assorted vegetables sauteed in light sauce.
281. LO MEIN (CHINESE SOFT NOODLE)
CHICKEN, BEEF OR PORK
3.95
SHRIMP OR COMBINATION
4.25
282. FRIED RICE
OflICKEN, BEEF OR PORK
3.95
SHRIMP OR COMBINATION
...... ................
4.25
283. CHOP SUEY
CHICKEN, BEEF OR PORK
..................-................... 3.95
SHRIMP OR COMBINATION
4.50
284. CHOW MEIN - TOPPED WITH CRISPY NOODLE
CHICKEN, BEEF OR PORK .
- .3.95
SHRIMP OR COMBINATION
....... .........
........4.50
285 KO PO.TO FU
3.95
'Nonce: el ow spicy &Owe see mild. Please indicate when
11&111.04a, /004 StaliMlifei
-
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Grilled • Baked • Fried • Blackened
Fish Dinners Available

SOUTHERN CATFISH

All dinners served with creamy mayonnaise or tangy vinegar cole slaw,
white beans, your choice of baked potato or french fries, and the best
hushpuppies you ever put in your mouth...
Senior Citizen Discount
Sunday & Monday
Ask Our Cashier About

10% Off
Buy 1, 2, 3 Pc. Fish Dinner
(Fried Only)

Receive 2nd Dinner
For

112 Price
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MURRAY LEDGER & *LIES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1996

The Great Taste of a Great Country

SIRLOIN
.011b

STOCKADE'

Where Ocood Things Come Together
BUFFET
'4.99

Lunch

Dinner

45.69

SANDWICH . MENU

$2.00

With Meal

1/4 LB. Hamburger
Grilled Chicken '
Chicken Filet'
Ribeye Sandwich
1/2 lb. Hamburger

Includes Soup, Salad, fly,
at Buffet & Dessert Bar

ENTOEES
Sizzlin Sirloin
Our Specialty

$5.79
'4.79

8 oz Rog Sirloin
6 oz Pehte Sirloin

Large Sirloin
12 oz

$6.89
Ribeye Steak

6.99
$8.29

7 oz Reg
12 oz Large

Filet Mignon

$7.99
Sirloin Tips
Served W/Onions & Peppers
or Mushroom & Gravy

Tender, Fried Golden
Brown

Chopped Sirloin
Served W/Onions & Peppers
or Mushroom & Gravy

$4.49
Smothered in
Country Gravy

$4.49

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Luncheon Cut Sirloin Steak
6 oz. Sirloin Tips
•
8 oz. Chopped Sirloin;,,.
Chicken Fried Steak
Delta Pride Catfish

Charbroiled
Chicken Breast
8 oz Boneless, Broiled Golden
Brown

$5.19

$3.99
$3.99
$3.79
$2.99
$3.99

The above include'Choice of Potato and Rat Roll
Salad & Hot Food Bar with the above
$2.00 extra
Soup, Salad & Hot Food Bar (as a meal)
$4.99

Steak & Shrimp
6 Oz Sirloin & 4 Butterfly
Shrimp

4

CHILDRENS MENU

$6.49

10 and under
Hamburger,.
Shrimp Dinner. '
Chicken Filets
Grilled Chi:4Se

Butterfly Fried Shrimp
8 piece, Golden & Delicious

'5.49
Delta Pride

Catfish Filets

$2.49

All Children Meals Inclkie Fries, Rolls, and Small Soft Drink
With Salad $1.19 extra

Served W/Hushpuppies & Slaw

5.29
T-Bone Steak

SENIORS,MENU

16 oz Cut

Chicken Fried
Steak

,

LUNCHEON MENU

$4.89

$4.59

i'

Any Sandwich With...
Cheese ..20' extra Fries 49' extra Salad Bar $3.49 extra

Chicken Breast
Filets

8 oz Tender, Bacon Wrapped

$1.79
$3.49
$2.29
$4.29
$2.99

,-

'9.99

60 and over
Sirloin Steak (6 oz.f
Chopped Steak (6 4z.)
Chicken Fried Sted4
Hamburger & Soup
Soup, Salad & Hot Food Bar

New York Strip
Hand Cut 9 Oz USDA Choice

6.99

Entrees ine.Jude choice o(?ebbS Hot Roll
Bullet belly $2.00 with 117.1rin Purchase

$5.89
$5.39
$5.19
$3.19
$4.39

The Above Ipclude Hot Food and Salad Bar.

Prices subject to change due to market condition

Daily Lunch & Dinner
Special
Banquet or Meeting

Rooms for up to. 72

Bel-Air Center
753-0440
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1
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KNOTH'S BAR-BA
"Western Kentucky's Finest"

SASTwICI-TS

LUUrkt

Pork
Beef
Ham

LUNCH
Tuesday - Friday
Saturday and Sunday

$6.95
$9.95

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Grilled Cheese

$
$$ 111 0
975
55

SWF orucus

DINNER
Tuesday - Thursday
Friday and Saturday

$2.50
. $2.70
$2.85

$7.95
S9.95

Slaw
Potato Salad
Baked Beans
French Fries
Seasoned Fries
Potato Chips
Sauce (Hot or Mild)

UATTS
Served with choice of two:
Slaw. French Fries. Baked Beans, Potato Salad
Small
Regular
Pork
$4.75
$5.95
Beef
$4.75
$595
Ham
$5.50
$650
Ribs (Friday-Sunday only)
$8.95

$ 90
$ .90
5 •90
S1.00
$1.15
$ .50
$2.50

Pint $2 00
.Pint $2.00
Pint $2.00

All

UVE UACCS
Coffee
Tea
Lemonade .

Catfish Platter
$5.50
$6 75
Served with Slaw. French Fries, White Beans and
Hushpuppies

60
$ 90
$ .90

Soft Drinks
$ .90
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite.
Root Beer, Mello Yello

UrSSEVE

Dessert Bar

SI 75

Ice Cream

$ .65

e4teirift9- Serviced
••

A[Al I3Y TUE IDCUNU

We'll do everything except put the
food in your mouth!

Pork
Beef
Ham

$7.00
$7.25
$8.00

Whole Shoulder ,Foric•) $3.60
Whole Ham
$50.00
Slab Ribs iv...mt....3.0.w $12.00

a

••

FREE ICE CREAM CONE WITH ALL KIDS MEALS!
Hamburger, Fries and Drink
Cheeseburger, Fries and Drink
Hot Dog, Fries and Drink
Grilled Cheese, Fries and Drink

$1.99
$2.09
$1.99
$1.89

Bullet
Five and under
$2.00
25(for every year up to twelve
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1996

1411TURE'S BOLIKTY
FRESH•LITE•NATURAL
One taste is all it takes to know thefreshness and quality Nature's Bounty has to offer. Our homemade vegetarian chili
with a wide variety ofsoups,sandwiches andfresh salads are complemented by bagels, breads and cookies that are baked
fresh daily. These are but a few of the chokes that will naturally satisfy your taste buds.
,r--

Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-0575 • We Deliver • Open Monday-Friday 11 a.m-4 p.m.
'All Sandwiches Served With Your Choice of Potato Chips & Pickle, Tortilla Chips & Pickle or Fresh Fruit'

TUNA SALAD.

3.89

Tongol Tuna Packed in Spring Water,Blended with Low
Fat Mayonnaise, Relish and Celery, Topped with
Lettuce, Tomato and Alfalfa Sprouts.

CHICKEN SALAD

3.89

Freshly Prepared Chicken Blended with Low Fat
Mayonnaise, Relish and Celery Topped with Lettuce,
Tomato and Alfalfa Sprouts.

GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST

3.99

Grilled Chicken Breast, Topped with Lettuce, Tomato,
Pickles, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Alfalfa Sprouts.
Served on Whole Wheat Bun.

CHICKEN MELT

4.09

Grilled Chicken Breast, Swiss, Monterey Jack and
Cheddar Cheese, Salsa, Lettuce, Tomato and Sprouts
Melted in a Pita Pocket.

TURKEY DELUXE

4.09

Sliced Turkey on Croissant with Lettuce, Cucumbers,
Carrots, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts,Swiss Cheese,Low Fat
Mayonnaise and Special Dressing.

TURKEY SUPREME

3.79

Sliced Turkey, Cream Cheese, Sunflower Seeds and
Alfalfa Sprouts.

TURKEY

3.59 wiswiss cheese

3.89

BOCA BURGER

SANDWICHES

3.79

Fat Free Meatless Patty 100% Vegetarian (Contains No
Wheat, Gluten, Eggs, Dairy, MSG, HVP, Autolyzed
Yeast of Preservatives). Topped with Lettuce, Tomato,
Pickles, Onions, Alfalfa Sprouts and Mustard.

SPICY BLACK BEAN BURGER ....3.89
Black Beans, Vegetable Protein, Cooked Brown Rice,
Onions, Cooked Bulgur, Corn, Tomatoes, Egg White
Solids, Mild Green Chile Peppers and Other Spices.

VEGGIE MELT

3.99

Carrots, Cucumbers, Yellow Squash, Onion, Swiss,
Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat Mayonnaise. Melted in a
Pita Pocket.

3.99

VEGGIE SUPREME

Avocado, Yellow Squash,Carrots,Cucumbers,Tomato,
Lettuce, Cheddar and Parmesan Cheese, Vidalia Onion
Dressing and Alfalfa Sprouts.

3.99

Sliced Turkey, Avocado, Onion, with Lettuce, Tomato,
Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat Mayonnaise.

HAM & CHEESE

3.99

Ham and Swiss Cheese with Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa
Sprouts, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Special Dressing.

HAM MELT.

4.09

Ham, Swiss, Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese,
Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat Mayonnaise Melted in a Pita Pocket..

THE GARDENBURGER• GARDEN MEXIN
GARDEN VEGGIEN
3.89

3.19

Lettuce, Tomato, Cucumber, Green
Pepper,
Yellow Squash, Carrots, Cheese, Alfalfa Sprouts and
Homebaked Croutons with Your Choice of Dressing.

GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD

with Tomatoes, Alfalfa Sprouts and Cheddar Cheese.

GRILLED CHEESE

2.39

American or Swiss Cheese With Low Fat Mayonnaise.

PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY OR
PEANUT BUTTER AND BANANA ....2.39

4.19

Harvest Salad with Grilled Chicken Added.

MIXED FRUIT

4.19

Apples, Pineapples, Mandarin Oranges, and Other
Seasonal Fruit on Lettuce Served with Cheese, Yogurt
Dip and Muffin.

VEGETARIAN CHILI SALAD

4.19

CHICKEN

3.99

Scoop of Chicken Salad on a Bed of Lettuce with
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Alfalfa Sprouts, Homebaked
Croutons and Your Choice of Dressing.

: SIDE ORDERS
• Rotini Pasta w/ Vegetables
• Vegetable Lasagna
• Mexican Lasagna
• Angel Hair Pasta
• Chicken Parmesan

SOUP

cup 1.69 Bowl 1.99

Delicious "Soup of the Day"

CHILI

cup 1.69

A VARIETY OF

DESSERTS AVAILABLE

„

1.99

Bowl
Homemade Vegetarian Chili made from Beans, Vegetables and Spices, Topped with Cheddar Cheese.

FRESH BAKED BAGELS
Cream Cheese

figMfBAKED COOKIES
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3.99

Tongol Tuna Served on a Bed of Lettuce with Tomatoes,
Cucumbers, Alfalfa Sprouts, Homebaked Crouton,
Crackers and Your Choice of Dressing.

Peanut Butter and Your Choice of Either Bananas,Grape
or Strawberry Preserves.

DIFFERENT LUNCHEON
SPECIALS DAILY

. •'

Homemade Vegetarian Chili Topped with Tomatoes,
Alfalfa Sprouts,Cheddar Cheese. Served on Lettuce and
Tortilla Chips.

3.99 TUNA
Pitta Stuffed with Homemade Vegetarian Chili Topped

Meatless Patty Made of All Natural Ingredients(No Soy
Products). Grilled and Topped with Lettuce, Tomato, — -Pickles, Onion, Alfalfa Sprouts and Mustard. Served on
Whole Wheat Bun.

6..

HARVEST SALAD

PITA BURRITA

Sliced Turkey with Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts,
Low Fat Mayonnaise and Special Dressing.

TURKEY, AVOVADO & ONION

SALADS
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Pepperoni Feast

All Pizzas Available in
Small, Medium and Large

Loaded with Extra Pepperoni
and Extra Cheese.

ExtravaganZZa•
9 toppings for the price
of 5. Pepperoni, Onions,
Mushrooms, Green Peppers,
Black Olives, Sausage,
Ground Beef, Ham and
Extra Cheese.
Pepperoni, Onions,
Mushrooms, Green Peppers,
Sausage, and Extra Cheese

Additional Toppings
Pepperoni
Green Peppers
Onions
Green Olives
Black Olives
Hot Peppers
Ground Beef
Sausage
Ham
Jalapenos
Extra Cheese Pineapple
Bacon
Cheddar Cheese
Mushroom
Pepperoncini
Coca-Cola classic, diet Coke'
and Sprite° available
"Coo-Cole

- Voies-Coro Pao. or Cake eta twee ens soirove pearroorro
or es Caw Cale Company Is mhos riegirvea 1664 ticoraves trixas
fro

CoLoon rot valid with any other oiler 0/ler valid with coupon only Valid
at partolpating stores only Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry Soo Won $20 Our drivers are not ponaltted /or WO
thieved's. Espies in 30 days

hteatZZA
Pepperoni, Ground Beef,
Sausage, Ham and
Extra Cheese.

Bacon Cheeseburger
ig

eta
S
Deep Dish Extra
Valid Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
One Medium 2-Topping Pizza and 2 Colas
cotoon not valid with Oily OINIM oft, Otto valid wan coupon only Valid
at parlocipating Pores orgy Cusiormer pays sales tax where applicable
Our driver* carry late than 120 Ow drivers are rot permitted to isle
deliveries Ellen. in 30 der "

1 Dominator • 1 Order of Twisty Bread*
1-6 Pack Cola • 1-Order of Buffalo Wings
Capon rot nolld *Oh ony of... oil.. 011or valid with coupon oii. Vald
at porlOpolino Olson orgy Cuotornec we Woo MN when
Our Moro awry boo Won 11.20 Our Ono... sew rot psnwiQ,d tor Imo
dolloorloo•
11 -30-99

99 Lg. 1-Topping

Roma Herb
Crust Pizza or Any Lg.
1-Topping Pizza
2nd 1-Topping Pizza of Ejual or
Lesser Value Just....4
Coulon not valid'Oh any other oils.. 011or valid wen coupon only Veld I
at participating sexes only Coal:weer pays sales tax Wore
Our drivers awry *es than 120 Our drivers re rot perwalter=
delevertee Eire* 10440

Ground Beef, Bacon,
and Extra Cheese.

Vogl
Onions, Green Peppers,
Mushrooms, Black Olives,
Green Olives and
Extra Cheese

TWISTY BREADTM

Mar
11.6 t
Buffalo Wings
Cheese Bread
THIN CRUST or DEEP DISH
Classic Hand Tossed
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TIMBER'
S
Ap
t

APPETIZERS
1.hhers Sampler
A conk-mat ion of oui .al,kpeno poppers, rheee tick.s
fr.f,hu eorrm ad our rrw wrcy fried picket
irese
,

$6.95

icks

$4.39

f'Orre

$3EN9

F red Aite.hroorrn

at Round Oak Inn

$4.39

Round Oak Inn

oA•-d Potato %in.,
ri,
-1/ pot at et ris filled with cheese bacon and
orrrrl wIi INervrri with sour cream
,hr wry,

77mbers.5
5teak c Grill
502-924-9440 • Hwy. 68 west of Cadiz

ock tail

SOUPS. SALADS and SANDWICHES

'niter No( hos
hrresr. coon Ir tt uce. jalapero peppers aid
(Nr

44.P,9
Say of the Day

$1.50
$2.50

_Cup
Bowl

$2f99

(her', Nar.ht-NN
Fiee,
e
chqrs (ialarrnos upon reivrst)

$2.69

ricui3e Salad aid Sc
Our ham 9atad with a bowl of hot. fresh 5oup

$6.99

Totem House Salad
Mixed greens, chopped egg. shredzrd carrots, crtobrd
bacon chopped tcrnato aid crunch potato stocks
Small Wow Salad

$4.79

Pressrds. a-ch. Poppyse,ed. Honey hArstard, Creany Italian, Bleu Cheese.
Parmesan Peppercorn, Thousad Islad, Fat Free Italian. Fat Free French.
Fat Free Tcrnato Basil Vinaigrette. Oil & Vregar
$6.95
Build-Your-Own Steal. Burger
A haff-pound of grand'tea cocked to order with your choice
of 4 toomp.5ervecl with fnes

SIDE ITEMS
4....rd I one (;rarl Wd..1 Rife
!,1e4 Frte., White Beans fic..vl
Ciç
M/ple C manor; Apples
ed rot ato
not at,' with Cheess & Bacon
Col Slam
Sea-Kiird Green Beans

•99
$1.25 _
$1.50
99
$1.50
$125
$175
$ 99
$1.25

$2.99

Charbroiled Chicken Salad
$595
•
Fresh greens with tcenato, carrot s;chewed egg ax crouton5
towed with strips of grilled chicken

Towne, Iv•rwncar Grew,Pepper Jack Ort5e.Ped Onion. Tomato
Lettuce, Jalaperos, Chili, St.Bacon. Salsa or BBO Sauce
Grilled Chicken Saufwich
$5.95
Towed with bacon. lettuce. tcrnato and 901/1.55 CheC5C, terVed
with fnes 70 a Noe of harry mist ard
Chicken Salad Croissa/t
Our chi,* y chicken salad served cn a buttery croissant alel
your choice of fries or a baked potato

TIMBER'S SPECIAL ENTREE5
,

King Fork Chop Dinner
16 to 20 farces of juicy center cut loin chop, served with sweet maple-cimamon apples and our house salad
Queen fort Chop Dinner
I he, 5,1/1C great dirrer, hut with a smaller chop

$12.95
$9.95

Timber'e Grilled Chicken
I eirge• seasoned chicken breast with choice of side item aid rice or potato, served with side salad

$8.95

Chicken Alfredo
resh fettucine t 055ed with our creamy alfredo sauce. topped with grilled chicken breast

$6.95

Grilled Quail
Iwo trout h watering quail seasoned aid grilled over an open flane, served with wild rice and one side item

$8.95

Fajitas
Seasoned chicken or steak grilled with fresh peppers aid onions. Served with warm tortillas. guacanole. sour cream atc.i picante sauce
With Shrimp add $1.50

$7.95

Bar-B-Que PaPy Pack Ran f)erved with cole slaw and choice of potatd

$ 795

Full Rack

$11.99

Half Rack

Beef and Bird
An 8 ounce sirloin and your choice of Chicken or quail, served with one side item aid salad

$10.95

Steak and Shrimp
Juicy grilled steak ard deep fried gulf shrimp, served with choice of potato and salad

$10.95

Chicken River Basket
•-)r rved with fries and honey mustard

$ 5.95

FISH AND SEAFOOD

CLASSIC STEAK5
All steaks are served with choice of potato aid
house salad
New Yost Strip

$13.95

Rat Eye
Queen Cut
IringCut

$119.95
$13.95

Filet Mignon - House Cut

$14.95

Golden Fried Shrimp
.",4
Butterfled 5hrttrp deep fried, served with cole slaw aid choice of potato

$895

Pasta and Shrinv
$8.95
1,
Fresh awl hair pasta, with creamy garlic sauce, topped with sauteed shrrrop
Catfish Oliver
2 pc.
$5.95
3pc.
Pond rased catfish, deep fried aid served with fries, slaw aid hush puppies

$6.95

WEEKEND SPECIALS
SATURDAY NIGHT

FRIDAY NIGHT

Timber's Grilled Prime Rib

tqr_Two
Served roth two hotme salads aid your choice of potato

fil395

13.
15t-ed with a WecNal Prio sembaing i‘yo ovaste..1 for terictritsv and
f dished on the grim
5tad cut
$14 95
$1t95
tickle cut '

15% Gratuity wrItte- wilted to parry,of6or more

akar

•

New Fall Hours
Thjursday-Saturday
4:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

'k

